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Preface

Announced in 2013, the Belt and Road Initiative aims to strengthen China’s connectivity with the world. It combines new and old projects, covers an expansive geographic scope, and includes efforts to strengthen hard infrastructure, soft infrastructure, and cultural ties. In February 2020, the Plan touched 138 countries with a combined Gross Domestic Product of almost $30 trillion and around 4.5 billion people.

Supporting a diverse array of initiatives that enhance connectivity throughout Eurasia and beyond could serve to strengthen China’s economic and security interests while bolstering overseas development. At the first Belt and Road Forum in Beijing in May 2017, President Xi Jinping noted that, “In pursuing the Belt and Road Initiative, we should focus on the fundamental issue of development, release the growth potential of various countries and achieve economic integration and interconnected development and deliver benefits to all.”

The essence of a green and sustainable Belt and Road is to integrate green development, ecological and environmental protection into every aspect of the development of the Belt and Road with the principle of energy conservation and environmental protection under the guidance of green development concepts and of sustainable development goals settled by United Nations.

The commitment to monitor and implement BRI initiatives, both by China and by partner countries, is a key prerequisite to reducing the environmental impacts of BRI projects. Setting targets that aim to achieve an ambitious proportion of projects that combat climate change would help orient BRI funding toward greater sustainability.

At first sight, China’s and the EU’s different approaches seem to lead to competition. Yet, China’s BRI and the EU’s new connectivity strategy also entail complementary aspects that might encourage greater cooperation. Within the current rising trend of protectionism and the raising of individualism, China and the EU provides a link between the world’s second and third largest economies, as well as with the wider area of East Asia, indeed the most dynamic region in the world. China and the EU can also use the BRI as a platform to contribute to solving present regional issues and security challenges, thus filling the gap of leadership and offering solutions in global governance.

Toward this end, the EU has developed its own strategy for connectivity in Asia to promote the sustainable urbanization, construction of transport, digital, and energy infrastructure between Europe and Asia. The strategy aims to provide a framework of European standards for connectivity projects and seeks to provide high-quality alternatives. The EU is seeking to provide credible alternatives; given the growing pushback against the BRI in some recipient countries, the EU certainly has an opportunity to present itself as a more attractive partner by offering connectivity projects based on sustainable financing, avoiding debt traps, and taking into account environmental impact.

EC-Link Project has been developing a series of research papers meant to trigger Chinese and EU experts’ cooperation to drive the planning of resilient cities and more sustainable projects among BRI:

• Belt and Road Initiative & Sustainable Urbanization
• Belt and Road Initiative & Industry 4.0
• Belt and Road Initiative & Green Finance

Such topics, where chosen by EC-Link Team because seen as mostly relevant and pertinent in view of the future development of the Belt and Road Initiative; taking into account several levels on analysis: national, regional and international, we try to offer recommendations for the improvement of on-going dynamics in view of a better and more sustainable relations in Eurasia market. With each research paper, EC-Link Project wants to contribute not only in providing additional useful information for a better understanding of BRI but also to support an open dialogue on such relevant subject providing a fruitful baseline for further discussion.
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International cooperation in frameworks like the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) provide ample opportunities for economic growth, high returns on investments and social development. At the same time, investments for development will lead to an acceleration of pollution, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and loss of biodiversity if we follow current trajectories. Simply said, current policies and investment activities are insufficient to tackle the goal of having a zero-carbon society by 2050 in Europe, in China and in the BRI.

In urban areas, it in particular the investment in the transport sector, industrialization and sustainable urbanization that have a great influence on future green growth trajectories. Therefore, in addition to policies on renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean transport, green urbanization (such as buildings) on the demand-side, policy makers have to improve policies for green domestic and cross-border finance.

To understand the current situation and potential future trajectories, this report analyzes green urban finance developments in China, Europe and the BRI. We provide an overview of the green finance policy perspective, analyze developments of public and private finance and provide relevant 5 green urban finance case studies from Europe (Paris (FR), Litoměřice (CZ) and Essen (DE)) and China (Shandong, Shenzhen) among many other smaller examples.

Based on our findings, we draw 11 recommendations on how to accelerate green urban finance in the BRI. The recommendations are:

1. Provide Green Urban Project Preparation Facilities
2. Harmonize Green Finance Standards across international markets
3. Improve capacity for integrated planning for green urban development for lower financing costs
4. Build a Sino-European green city fund for the BRI
5. Increase use of blended finance instruments
6. Establish an open platform for green urban projects to improve the investment pipeline
7. Apply digital technologies for monitoring, reporting and validation (MRV)
8. Establish a strong platform for MRV data sharing
9. Create and apply standards for integrated reporting
10. Provide open learning platform for best practice exchanges of policy, project design and implementation
11. Improve green investment incentives in China and the EU for green overseas investments in BRI cities

In conclusion: Climate change mitigation, climate change adaptation and green urban growth in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is all but certain. There is, however, a good opportunity to drive green urban growth when investors, city planners and policy makers in Europe, China and in the countries of the BRI step up efforts to steer investments smartly into green projects.
2 Introduction

The year 2020 marks the 5th anniversary of the Paris Agreement; the international agreement signed by 189 countries to tackle climate change and to keep global warming below the 1.5°C threshold. Yet, despite the science being clear that the planet is warming to dangerous levels and a global agreement limiting global warming being reached, years of underinvestment in green development, climate change mitigation and adaptation have led to the situation where trillions in economic product and billions of people are vulnerable to the consequences of climate change and loss of biodiversity. Green investment needs far exceed what public resources can provide in Europe, in China, in the BRI countries and globally. Attracting more commercial finance and private expertise in green development is thus a critical challenge for the future development. Meaningful increases in private green investment will require removing key constraints on private sector participation in climate infrastructure and building effective institutional structures to mobilise, steer and manage such finance.

To achieve the goal of green development, cities will play an outsized role: in the year 2030, cities are expected to be responsible for 60 to 80% of global emissions. More than 60% of the global population will live in cities by 2050 and 600 mega-cities are expected to generate even more CO2 emissions in cities, this paper analyzes the approaches and pathways to accelerate green finance in them. Therefore, mobilizing and steering finance into green and low-carbon urban infrastructure and technology is more important than ever.

Many European cities, Chinese cities and the rapidly developing cities of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) are willing to take on a leadership role and identify possibilities to cooperate, learn and invest in green urban development.

Figure 1: 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

With urban transportation, industry 4.0 and urbanization being the sectors most closely linked to CO2 emissions in cities, this paper analyzes the approaches and pathways to accelerate green finance in them.

Accordingly, this paper outlines recent approaches to finance green urban development in China and in Europe including supporting government policies, identifying gaps of urban finance particularly in light of different financing needs for public and private investments. It studies different successful cases of mobilizing finance for cooperative green urban development in China and the EU and finishes with concrete recommendations for future improved Sino-European cooperation on urban green finance. The paper focuses on China and Europe as the largest green finance markets to draw conclusions for green urban finance cooperation in the Belt and Road Initiative.

The report aims to draw on experiences of green urban finance from China, Europe and selected BRI countries to find a cooperative development model to accelerate green finance application for sustainable urban development. The paper is structured as follows; it first provides a background on challenges of green urban development in the BRI and the consequences for sustainable investment requirements. We then analyze green urban finance practices, challenges and cases in China (chapter 3), in Europe (chapter 4) and the BRI countries (chapter 5). Chapter 6 provides recommendations to strengthen cooperation and chapter 7 draws conclusions from the overall analysis.

1 OECD, "Competitive Cities and Climate Change."
3 Nedojilj Wang, "Belt and Road Initiative & Sustainable Transport."
4 Kraubitz, "Belt and Road Initiative & Sustainable Urbanization."
5 Kreis and Deacon, "Belt and Road Initiative & Industry 4.0."

goals (SDGs) on many accounts (see Figure 1). Particularly, impacted SDGs by greening urban development are:

- SDG 11 – Sustainable Cities and Communities: “There needs to be a future in which cities provide opportunities for all, with access to basic services, energy, housing, transportation and more”.
- SDG 13 – Climate Action: “Climate change is a global challenge that affects everyone, everywhere”.
- SDG 5 – Gender Equality: “Gender equality is not only a fundamental human right, but a necessary foundation for a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable world”.
- SDG 6 - Clean Water and Sanitation: “Clean, accessible water for all is an essential part of the world we want to live in”.
- SDG 7 - Affordable and clean energy: “Energy is central to nearly every major challenge and opportunity”.
- SDG 8 – Decent work and economic growth: “Sustainable economic growth will require societies to create the conditions that allow people to have quality jobs”.
- SDG 9 – Industry, innovation and infrastructure: “Investments in infrastructure are crucial to achieving sustainable development”.
- SDG 10 – Reduced inequalities: “To reduce inequalities, policies should be universal in principle, paying attention to the needs of disadvantaged and marginalized populations”.
- SDG 15 – Life on land: “Sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, halt and reverse land degradation, halt biodiversity loss”.
- SDG 17 – Partnerships: “Revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development”.

3) In Europe (chapter 4) and the BRI countries (chapter 5). Chapter 6 provides recommendations to strengthen cooperation and chapter 7 draws conclusions from the overall analysis.
Understanding the challenge of green urban development and green urban finance in the BRI

Within the next 30 years, cities around the world are expected to grow by 2.5 billion people; in other words, in 2050 68% of the global population will live in cities. Particularly cities in the countries of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) are expected to experience remarkable population growth, as the BRI encompasses most emerging economies with younger populations and the possibility for fast economic development.

3.1 The Belt and Road Initiative and its impact on urbanization

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) aims to increase economic activity by improving connectivity of economic areas through infrastructure investment; it is a Chinese led initiative that has seen annual investments of EUR 100-200 billion in the 131-138 BRI countries.

As of March 2020, about 131-138 countries were part of the BRI on all continents but North America. Many countries of the BRI are emerging economies with lower incomes, while Italy is the only G7 country having signed a Memorandum of Understanding to join the BRI in April 2019.

With the goal to increase connectivity and economic activity, cities along the BRI, both within China and outside China are expected to see increasing investment while even new cities, such as Khorgos in Kazakhstan, are developing as new centers for trade.

Box 1: Definitions

The primary topic of this paper is green urban finance for both public and private investments. Green finance can be understood as efforts to increase levels of financial flows (from banking, micro-credit, insurance and investment) from the public, private and not-for-profit sectors to sustainable development priorities.

Green finance encompasses efforts to increase investments into:
- Climate change mitigation
- Climate change adaptation
- Sustainable and protection of water and marine resources
- Transition to a circular economy
- Pollution prevention and control
- Protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems

Green finance can be promoted through changing countries’ regulatory frameworks, harmonizing public financial incentives, increasing green financing from various sectors, increasing investment in clean and green technologies, and aligning public sector decisions with the environmental dimension of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

In China, many policies relate to low carbon investment, urban infrastructure, or green finance through its broad and systematic green finance policy framework that includes multiple ministries and regulators. It covers green securities including bonds, green credit, green insurance and green funds, with a green industry catalogue and a green bond catalogue that sets out definitions for industries and projects that are considered green.

In Europe, green finance has grown consistently over the past decades, with institutions like the German KfW beginning to invest in protecting the environment in the 1960s. In 2019, the European Union introduced the landmark guidance “EU Taxonomy” with purpose-based inclusion and do no significant harm (DNSH) frameworks that have become the latest and most stringent addition of green investment frameworks.

Urban transport: In this paper, urban transport refers to physical assets in public transport, private transport and freight transport. Physical transport assets located in cities typically exhibit two features: market monopolies for public transport and transport infrastructure with long lifecycles of 20 to 30 years, compared to the high fragmentation of ownership of assets for private transport and freight transport with rapidly evolving technologies (e.g. electric mobility).

Industry 4.0: In this paper, Industry 4.0 refers to the intelligent networking of machines and processes in industry with the aid of information and communication technology. Industry 4.0 is the comprehensive digitalization of industrial production in order to equip it better for the future, much of it happening in cities as the hub for industrial activity. Physical assets typically exhibit different ownership structures in China than in Europe, where China’s state-driven investment allows for focus areas of digitalization of industries, compared to Europe’s market-driven and therefore disbursed investment approach.

Sustainable Urbanization: In this paper, sustainable urbanization refers to the planning and implementation of urban development of physical space and processes that contribute to the long-term viability of cities with low emissions, pollution and protection of biodiversity, while the well-being of people and economic development.

Belt and Road Initiative (BRI): The Belt and Road Initiative is a Chinese-led investment and cooperation strategy for increased economic and cultural exchange between China and the countries of the BRI. It was announced by the Chinese President Xi Jinping in 2013 and as of March 2020 included more than 130 countries.
Along these corridors, many cities are being connected and can thus be understood as being affected by the BRI. In their study, Derudder et al. analyzed the network externalities and connectivity of cities within these corridors (in terms of degree centrality, and closeness centrality). They discovered that the following cities are particularly integrated into the current BRI – though within different communities (see Figure 4, Table 1):

### Table 1: Relevant BRI cities along different economic corridors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continental analysis</th>
<th>China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor</th>
<th>China-Central Asia-Western Asia Economic Corridor</th>
<th>China-India-China Economic Corridor</th>
<th>Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar Economic Corridor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>Changzhou</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>Harbin</td>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
<td>Unumqi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Changchun</td>
<td>Antalya</td>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Chongqing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>Dalian</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>Guiyang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>Shijiazhuang</td>
<td>Xi'an</td>
<td>Changsha</td>
<td>Xining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengzhou</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Suzhou</td>
<td>Nanchang</td>
<td>Shiyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Tangshan</td>
<td>Almaty</td>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>Beihai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Jinzhou</td>
<td>Luoyang</td>
<td>Zhanjiang</td>
<td>Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
<td>Urumqi</td>
<td>Xining</td>
<td>Harbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg</td>
<td>Adana</td>
<td>Singapre</td>
<td>Rawalpindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>Mohhelt</td>
<td>Krasnodar</td>
<td>Khiva</td>
<td>Dhaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>Tyumen</td>
<td>Astana</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>Patna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul</td>
<td>Baotou</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg</td>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>Danang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>Qingdao</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>Yangon</td>
<td>Guiyang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three factors will play a role in how the BRI will impact these cities’ green urbanization:

1. Supply of funds to invest in e.g. urban infrastructure and the awareness of investors to invest in green assets;
2. Demand of services, e.g. by attracting people and new citizens to cities and urban areas;
3. Capacity of local authorities to plan and implement green urban development, e.g. to control growth and urban sprawl.

Within the BRI and more broadly, Chinese cities and regions have established partnerships with 1023 sister cities in 61 countries between 2013 and 2018.

### 3.2 Investments in the Belt and Road Initiative

Since its establishment in 2013, about USD 750 billion have been invested in countries that have joined the BRI. About 38% went into energy investments and about 26% into transport investments. While some investments have indeed been resource deals to support the domestic economy in China, most of the investments are locally applied investments for energy, transport, or real estate development.

![Investments in the BRI 2013-2019 (Data: American Enterprise Institute, own depiction)](image)

Three factors will play a role in how the BRI will impact these cities’ green urbanization:

1. Supply of funds to invest in e.g. urban infrastructure and the awareness of investors to invest in green assets;
2. Demand of services, e.g. by attracting people and new citizens to cities and urban areas;
3. Capacity of local authorities to plan and implement green urban development, e.g. to control growth and urban sprawl.

Within the BRI and more broadly, Chinese cities and regions have established partnerships with 1023 sister cities in 61 countries between 2013 and 2018..
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Figure 4: City networks in the BRI
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Figure 3: Economic Corridors of the Belt and Road Initiative

### Table 1: Relevant BRI cities along different economic corridors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continental analysis</th>
<th>China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor</th>
<th>China-Central Asia-Western Asia Economic Corridor</th>
<th>China-India-China Economic Corridor</th>
<th>Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar Economic Corridor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>Changzhou</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>Harbin</td>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
<td>Unumqi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Changchun</td>
<td>Antalya</td>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Chongqing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>Dalian</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>Guiyang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>Shijiazhuang</td>
<td>Xi'an</td>
<td>Changsha</td>
<td>Xining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengzhou</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Suzhou</td>
<td>Nanchang</td>
<td>Taiyuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xian</td>
<td>Tangshan</td>
<td>Almaty</td>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>Beihai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Jinzhou</td>
<td>Luoyang</td>
<td>Zhanjiang</td>
<td>Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
<td>Urumqi</td>
<td>Xining</td>
<td>Harbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg</td>
<td>Adana</td>
<td>Singapre</td>
<td>Rawalpindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>Mohhelt</td>
<td>Krasnodar</td>
<td>Khiva</td>
<td>Dhaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>Tyumen</td>
<td>Astana</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>Patna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul</td>
<td>Baotou</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg</td>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>Danang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>Qingdao</td>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>Yangon</td>
<td>Guiyang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 Derudder, Liu, and Kunaka, “Connectivity Along Overland Corridors of the Belt and Road Initiative.”
14 Derudder, Liu, and Kunaka.
15 Derudder, Liu, and Kunaka.
In addition to capital investments, China also invests in special economic zones (SEZs) or free trade zones (FTZs) to support economic development around urban areas of BRI cities. As of April 2019, there were 82 SEZs – dubbed Overseas Economic and Trade Cooperation Zones (OCECZ) in 24 BRI corridor economies18, up from 75 in 201819, claiming to have generated 300,000 jobs20. More OCECZ are expected to be built as part of the BRI21. These include, for example, the Alat FTZ near Azerbaijan’s Capital City and major Caspian Sea Port of Bakı that comprises the Bakı International Sea Port as well as the soon to be opened Free Trade facilities; it also includes the Poti Free Industrial Zone (FIZ) in Georgia, which was established in 2011. This zone, for instance covers 3 square kilometers of land that allows the establishment of facilities in the industrial, logistics, chemical and metallic processing22. Within these zones, China supports manufacturing activities and these zones are therefore particularly important for the potential integration of Industry 4.0 technologies in production processes.

3.3 The challenges for green urban development

Today’s investment and technological advancements of the fourth industrial revolution, such as in transport and industry 4.0, add significant development challenges to cities in Europe, China and the BRI countries.

In general, threats for cities related to the ‘fourth industrial revolution’ are:

- Intensive urban growth (can lead to greater poverty), with local governments unable to provide services for all people.
- Concentrated energy use leads to greater air pollution with significant impact on human health.
- Automobile exhaust produces elevated lead levels in urban air.
- Large volumes of uncollected waste create multiple health hazards.
- Urban development can magnify the risk of environmental hazards such as flash flooding.
- Pollution and physical barriers to root growth promote loss of urban tree cover.
- Animal populations are inhibited by toxic substances, vehicles, and the loss of habitat and food sources.

The fourth industrial revolution could also exacerbate existing threats to environmental security or create entirely new risks that will need to be considered and managed:

- Demographic Shifts: Population growth will be impacted the manufacturing field; significant demographic shifts such as the increasing number of population growth in developing countries, a growing middle class, consumer market shifts and an aging population are influencing future industrial activities.
- Urbanisation: Urban infrastructure is required to support the growing demand; industry 4.0 facilitates more mixed urban development by bringing bringing factories back to towns, which will be closer to housing areas to housing areas. This promotes the realisation of compact cities and is made possible because of two features of Industry 4.0, diminishing lot sizes and environmentally friendly integrated urban production.
- Knowledge and Talent Gap: The decreasing talent pool possess a real challenge to employers.
- Deindustrialisation: Major productivity gains in manufacturing have tapered off; involving a decrease in the relative size and importance of the industrial sector in an economy. Deindustrialisation will invariably involve developed economies moving towards service-based economies.
- Market Globalisation vs Protectionism: Different approaches divide the already uncertain global manufacturing industry; technology will continue to be a big enabler of globalisation. Although most economies are more open to trade today, as countries seek to expand domestic manufacturing employment, a surge in protectionism and the undoing of trade agreements will create an institutional environment less supportive to openness.
- Game-Changing Business Models: The changing pace of every industry causes continuous disruption; information technology, operational technology, and global megatrends are on a collision course that demand business owners to adopt new ways of thinking and execution.
- Convergence of Technologies: Technology convergence is the key to realizing industry 4.0; New technologies are also known as disruptive technologies that include the use of autonomous robots, Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, augmented-reality-based systems, cyber security, cloud computing, additive manufacturing to horizontal and vertical system integration.
- Robots on the Rise: Smart technology complements: Advancements in information technology (IT), robotics, drones, self-driving cars, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are increasingly allowing machines to take over tasks once performed only by humans, and in the process causing economic disruptions that will irreversibly change the workforce.
- Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity is an integral part to support the transformation; Central to the Industry 4.0 concept is the freedom of information exchange within the value chain, which includes collecting all data generated for a product throughout the phases of its lifecycle from conceptualisation, design, ordering, customisation, manufacturing, operation, repair and even to recycling.
- Global Sustainability: Ensuring common goals for the betterment of all; There is a lack of progress on product design and manufacturing processes which can help facilitate the better use of materials.
- Privacy: IoT applications collect, analyze and relay data without the knowledge or agreement of the user, and thus require clear and enforceable privacy laws to prevent abuse and the infringement of personal rights.
- Infrastructure: stable infrastructure required (reconceiving old with the new, such as power supply and broadband internet).
- Local IoT expertise: for adjustments, implementation and maintenance of IoT applications to the special needs of their developing counterparts.

3.4 The impacts on emissions of the Belt and Road Initiative

The developments and economic activities of the Belt and Road Initiative in the fourth industrial revolution can have negative environmental impacts on the BRI countries.

A 2019 study on the impacts on the BRI found (see also Figure 623):

- BRI countries accounted for just 28% of emissions in 2015. If they follow the conventional growth pathways (BAU) while the rest of the World adheres to the Paris Climate Accord (limit global warming to less than 2 degrees Celsius), the BRI countries could account for 66% of global emissions by 2050. This would result in global carbon emissions double the level necessary to meet the Paris Agreement.
- If BRI countries follow historical carbon-intensive growth patterns (‘Worst in Class’ growth), it may be enough to result in a 2.7 degrees path even if the rest of the World adheres to levels of emissions necessary to meet the Paris Agreement.

18 OECD, “Data Tank.”
19 Deloitte, Liu, and Kakwara, “Connectivity Along Overland Corridors of the Belt and Road Initiative.”
22 Devneshri Elus, “Free Trade Zones on China’s Belt & Road Initiative”. Chatzky and McBride, “China’s Massive Belt and Road Initiative”.
23 Ma and Zadeh, “Decarbonizing the Belt and Road - a Green Finance Roadmap.”
If BRI countries follow a best practice growth and emission scenario (i.e. effectively deploying leading-edge green technologies already in use, at a pace commensurate with their stage of development measured by income per capita), their emissions in 2050 could be 39% lower in 2050 than in the business-as-usual scenario.

However, even with a best in class growth scenario the BRI countries would still fall short of the reduction required to align with the Paris Agreement; according to the study the whole world still have 17% of excess GHG emissions even if non-BRI countries adhere to the Paris Accord while the BRI countries continue on current best practice trajectories of growth.

Figure 6: Different emission and development scenarios of the Belt and Road Initiative countries

The most relevant sectors contributing to GHG emissions in the BRI are energy and transport – the two sectors that are also receiving the largest Chinese investments in the BRI countries (see Figure 7).

At the same time, the “Digital Silk Road” could potentially bring a green transformation to both infrastructure and economic models in emerging markets:

- adding new technologies, the Digital Silk Road will help make the new infrastructure the most competitive, efficient and sustainable.
- bringing advanced IT infrastructure to the BRI countries, such as broadband networks, e-commerce hubs and smart cities.
- connecting more and more medium and small merchants to global trading via digital networks, the Digital Silk Road can also support a smart cross-border logistics system.
- and through the harnessing and application of big data to directly solve environmental challenges (for example to better respond to water security issues, climate change and natural disasters.)

This requires particularly investments in renewable energy to reduce environmental impacts of energy generation necessary for urban life and industry 4.0. Indeed, this seems increasingly viable with decreasing levelized cost of energy from renewable energy sources (see Figure 8).

---

24 Ma and Zadek.
More difficult will be green development in urban transport and related investments. Green urban transport will only be possible by moving people using low-energy and high-occupancy vehicles, such as public transportation in electric buses and subways as well as by non-motorized transport, such as bikes and walking. In addition to investment in assets and planning capacity, this also requires investment in behavioral changes (see Figure 9). Accordingly, countries need to invest between 0.2 and 0.4% of their GDP for a low-carbon urban transport development — if they have proper institutional capacity with integrated urban and transport planning. The alternative, however, is much higher investments to deal with the consequences of climate change and non-green growth.

Figure 9: Investment in urban transport (Source: Nedopil)

What this chapter shows is that the green development path for BRI cities is difficult, yet possible. One of the foundations is an unprecedented acceleration of green finance.

3.5 Green urban finance as a solution

Green urban finance can be understood as efforts to increase levels of financial flows (from banking, micro-credit, insurance and investment) from the public, private and not-for-profit sectors to sustainable development priorities in cities.

Green finance encompasses efforts to increase investments into:

- Climate change mitigation
- Climate change adaptation
- Sustainable and protection of water and marine resources
- Transition to a circular economy
- Pollution prevention and control
- Protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems

Green finance can be promoted through changing countries’ regulatory frameworks, harmonizing public financial incentives, increasing green financing from various sectors, increasing investment in clean and green technologies, and aligning public sector decisions with the environmental dimension of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

To understand how green finance can be accelerated in the BRI, chapters 3 & 4 will analyze the development of the two largest green finance markets in the World: China and the European Union, both in regard to financial and regulatory developments. Chapter 5 will analyze current efforts within the BRI to accelerate green urban finance.

27 UNEP Environment, “Green Financing.”
28 EU Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance, “EU Taxonomy.”
Green urban finance in China

Over the past 40 years, since the start of China’s economic Reform and Opening in 1979, China’s urban population increased from 170 million to 831 million in 2018 with the Chinese urban population surpassing its rural population in 2011. With increased urbanization came adverse environmental consequences, such as air pollution, water pollution, changing weather patterns as well as high greenhouse gas emissions. With urban population on the rise, China has become the second most vulnerable country to climatic disasters, incurring more than USD 490 billion of economic losses as a result of climatic disasters in the period from 1998-2017.

To build resilient and eco-friendly cities, China would have needed investments of around 7 trillion RMB for the years 2016-2020 for the construction of greener buildings, large-scale retrofit of existing houses and commercial buildings (about 1.65 trillion RMB), transport infrastructure (about 4.5 trillion RMB) and energy infrastructure such as distributed photovoltaic (PV) (about 500 billion RMB).

To understand how China is approaching its green urban finance, the following paragraphs will provide an overview of green finance policies and institutions, public sector finance, private sector finance, two cases on the application of green finance principles for urban finance, as well as a summary of challenges for the way forward.

4.1 Recent developments in Chinese green urban finance

4.1.1 Supporting policies accelerating green urban finance in China

China’s work on green finance stretches back almost two decades; since then various green finance policies on green credit, green securities and green insurance were released. China’s green finance system was strengthened in 2016 when seven ministerial agencies including the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) and the Ministry of Finance jointly released the Guidelines for Establishing the Green Financial System (the ‘Guidelines’), setting out, for the first time, the official definition of green finance, incentives, disclosure requirements, development plan for green financial products, as well as risk mitigation.

To understand what drives green urban finance in China, some relevant policies and policy frameworks are discussed. Apart from the direct development of a green finance system that allows for the acceleration of green urban finance, a number of policies and initiatives that indirectly support an acceleration of investments in green urbanization, green transportation and green industry have also been introduced on different levels of the Chinese regulatory system:

- A national carbon market, as called for in China’s Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC), can promote green finance for cities by putting a price on carbon emissions; accordingly, money would be channelled to assets with lower climate impacts. Although China designated seven carbon market pilot provinces and cities (Hubei, Guangdong, Shenzhen, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Chongqing) in 2011 already, the development of the national (or sub-national) carbon markets has not seen the progress necessary as of January 2020.

- Construction of hundreds of “eco-cities” and “low-carbon cities” was pushed to highlight development potentials and channel money into green development at both the national and provincial level. For the period from 2016 to 2021, the total investment in constructing low-carbon cities in China is expected to reach RMB 6.6 trillion. By 2008, low-carbon city pilot projects already began in Shanghai and Baoding. In 2011, 30 pilot cities for energy savings and emissions reduction were divided into three groups with RMB 600 million per year provided for provincial level cities, RMB 500 million per year for provincial capitals, and RMB 400 million per year for other cities. Cities receive 50% of the budget each year in advance and the remaining 50% according to the results of the annual performance evaluation. The funding in 2012 and 2013 was about RMB 4 billion each, in 2016 was RMB 5.3 billion and in 2018 was about RMB 3.8 billion.

- National energy policy and energy saving policies for industrial, commercial and private users have been implemented (see Appendix 1 for selected policies).

Accordingly, projects that are supported by investment and financing of green urban and rural construction include:

- New green building projects. Green building is a life-saving period that saves resources, protects the environment, reduces pollution, and provides people with health, fitness, and efficiency. Uses space to maximize the quality of buildings where people live in harmony with nature. The projects to be supported should be residential buildings, public buildings and industrial buildings, and align with the “Green Building Evaluation Standard” GB/T 50378 two-star and above standards.

- Low-energy buildings and near-zero energy buildings. Low-energy buildings and near-zero energy buildings are focused on achieving low emissions and energy consumption. Focuses include enclosures, energy and equipment systems, lighting, intelligent control, and renewable energy utilization.

- Assembled construction projects. Prefabricated buildings where parts or all of the building are completed in a factory and then transported to the construction site. The building is assembled by means of available installation and installation machinery construction method. It is estimated that by 2025, the total investment will be about 1.03 trillion RMB, which include the investment in full refurbishment, the investment in fixed assets of new parts and components, and the distribution of new parts and components.

- Urban drainage flood control project. The urban drainage flood control project mainly enhances urban comprehensive drainage, flood control capacity and water source conservation through the increase of drainage and storage space, new rainwater pipelines, large rainwater drainage corridors, machine drainage pumping stations, and emergency drainage facilities.

- Urban waste-water remediation project. The focus of black and odor water management includes: Source pollution control, non-point source pollution control, endogenous pollution control and other pollution (excessive standards for tail water in urban sewage plants, accidents from industrial enterprises, fall leaves, etc.).

- Urban sewage treatment quality improvement project. The urban sewage treatment quality improvement project includes new sewage pipe networks, old sewage pipe network reconstruction, combined pipe network transformation, new sewage treatment facilities, and sewage treatment facility upgrades.

- Urban water supply facilities renovation and construction projects. Urban water supply facilities’ renovation and construction projects include the transformation of urban secondary water supply facilities and the increase of county water use rates.

- Urban rail transit projects & Urban road facilities construction and renovation projects. Construction and renovation projects of urban rail and road facilities include the addition of urban roads, new bridges, as well as addressing the problems of partial damage, insufficient supply, and insufficient auxiliary facilities in the county road system.

- Construction projects for urban garbage disposal facilities. The construction of urban garbage disposal facilities includes the construction of urban domestic garbage disposal facilities and county garbage disposal facilities.

---

31 Gui, Liu, and Ren, “1-Trillion USD Investment Needed in Five Years to Build Low-Carbon Cities in China” authored by the Paulson Institute, Energy Foundation China and the Chinese Renewable Energy Industries Association, estimates that 6.6 trillion RMB ($1 trillion).
32 Hong, "GGF 研究 | 中国城市化2019年年度报告 | "Annual Review of China’s Carbon Market.”
33 Shepard, "No Joke: China is Building 265 Eco-Cities, Here’s Why.”
34 IIGF.com, "2018年度中国城市化研究报告 (China Urbanization Report 2018)" (The Second Batch of Winter Clean Heating Pilot Cities Added 23 New Ones, with a Three-Year Financial Subsidy of RMB 30.3 Billion.”)
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4.1.2 Development of public green urban finance

As of 2017, about 80% of finance for urban infrastructure was provided by or through municipal governments. The three pillars of municipal finance were tax revenue (29%), land lease receipts (28%), and financing companies set up by local governments (26%), with the remainder coming from investments by public and private enterprises.35

4.2.1.1 Phase 1: From land lease to government debt

Over the past 40 years, funding for urban development has undergone three different phases, where the governments decreased their share of urban finance from 95% before the 1990s to about 80% in 2017. In the first years of China’s opening up, China’s cities raised funds by selling land (leases), which covered around 50% of city government budgets.36 This not only allowed cities to quickly build necessary infrastructure (often a sign of success and reason for promotion for local government officials), but also led to the rapid use of surrounding farmland for urban development - resulting in urban sprawl.37 After the financial crisis of 2008, more stringent central government policies were put in place to limit the sale of land. This made local governments more reliant on other sources of funding. Apart from raising funds by generating revenues through taxation, cities increasingly relied on lending from state-owned banks, such as China Development Bank (CDB); CDB provides soft loans for local governments in line with national strategic initiatives.

4.1.2.2 Phase 2: From Public Private Partnerships to local government finance vehicles (LGFVs)

When debt levels reached unsustainable levels, China’s cities turned to public-private partnerships (PPPs). In this model, private vehicles with government guarantees would get loans often from government-owned financial institutions for projects developed as PPVs with local governments and state-owned enterprises. This model was also driven by the fact that Chinese municipal governments can not go directly to commercial banks to take out loans (see also paragraph 3.1.4). To circumvent this, municipal governments set up local government finance vehicles (LGFVs) that could borrow from commercial banks. These platforms have mushroomed from about 6,500 in 2010 to 10,000 in 2017.38 As of 2015, the Chinese government restricted this practice and from mid-2018, LGFVs were only allowed to issue bonds for their own sake, therefore this practice has been on the decline.

Box 2: Shanghai District Financing Vehicle39

The Shanghai Municipal Government (SMG) has launched a pilot District Financing Vehicle (DFV) to leverage money from the private sector to finance infrastructure investments for suburban districts. Then, building on the experience of the DFV, the proposed financial intermediary (Shanghai Green Urban Financing and Services Co., Ltd, or SFG) will raise medium- to long-term funds in the capital markets and lend to specific subprojects based on project appraisal and fiduciary oversight capacity. If the pilot project results are successful in the area of Shanghai, it could be implemented in other provinces of China.

4.1.2.3 Phase 3: Municipal bonds

When the PPP model was proved to be partly unsustainable, China’s central government further encouraged the issuance of provincial and municipal bonds for the financing of urban development starting in 2009. Municipal bonds in China are issued at the provincial level, partially because the country lacks the capacity for a city-level municipal bond market. When a province issues municipal bonds on behalf of a city, the city can choose to attach its name to the bond and disclose which project(s) the bond is financing. Not every city does so, in which case only the province’s name is listed. One complication of this provincial-level issuance system is that virtually all municipal bonds in China are rated as AAA or AAA-. This means that regional differences in cities’ capacities to repay municipal bonds (based on their GDP, incomes, credit histories, etc.) are not properly reflected in the bond market.

Table 2: Types of Chinese municipal bonds40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of Proceeds</th>
<th>General obligation bond (一般政府债券)</th>
<th>Revenue bond (专项债券)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of Repayment</td>
<td>Tax revenue</td>
<td>Rent, toll, fare, user fee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From January to end of April 2020, Chinese local governments issued RMB 1.3 trillion in bonds41, 63% more than in the same period in 201942 (although over the course of the year, restrictions on local bonds were loosened and the year ended up with a total of RMB 3.05 trillion of new local government bonds issued in 2019 with outstanding local government bonds exceeding RMB 27 trillion). In April 2020, another 1 trillion RMB of special loans was approved in the wake of the nCovid-19 pandemic.43 With the acceleration of local government debt, the sustainability of this debt remains a source of worry:

- the risk of default on local government financing vehicles remains high.44 Local debt levels and difficulties refinancing existing debt could act as a major constraint on urban infrastructure finance in the years ahead.

40 Adapted from the talk on slide 17 of: Xu Nanan, “China’s Land Finance and Urbanization: An Analysis of Political Economy” (PowerPoint, June 28, 2019).
41 There are actually different types of revenue bonds for specific purposes, such as land bank revenue bonds [土地储备债券]. These pay for building infrastructure like roads that are directly related to land a government will lease out.
42 China Securities Journal, “地方专项债发行破万亿 通胀信号须提防 – 申万宏源研究”.
43 China Finance and Urbanization: An Analysis of Political Economy.
44 China Leads Global Clean Energy Development.
Table 3: Central and local climate-related expenditures, 2015–2017 (billion RMB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Central government</th>
<th>Local government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Conservation &amp; Environmental Protection</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenditure</td>
<td>8680.5</td>
<td>8680.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2.4 Phase 4: Special municipal bonds

As most of the urban financing still comes from municipal governments, Chinese cities have played with different types of bonds to accelerate green urban development such as green municipal bonds. While green municipal bonds have clear advantages, only one labelled green bond has been issued so far in China by a province in 2018: a 300 million RMB green bond by Jiangxi Province for urban underground pipeline with a 30 year maturity and a coupon rate of about 4.11%.

For example, in 2019, a 1.6 billion RMB bond and a 420 million RMB bond, both issued by Gansu Province for waste-water treatment with 20 year maturities and a coupon rate of about 3.65% were aimed to be green bonds but were eventually issued as regular bonds.

The scarcity of green municipal bonds is due to a variety of unresolved challenges:

1. Inability to label municipal bonds as green. With Chinese green bond regulations issued by the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) each covering different types of issuing organizations, none of the regulations specifically cover municipal issuers (which would have to be the Ministry of Finance).

2. Local government debt levels. With debt levels increasing substantially over the last decade, local governments have undergone substantial debt re-structuring to deleverage. The MoF has consequently focused on reducing debt rather than greening debt.

3. Capacity and information gaps. Municipalities’ Financial Bureaus do not always have the necessary experience to guide their green bond issuance in the early stages of market development. Awareness, skills, and best practices can proliferate between municipalities once a larger number of green municipal bonds have been issued.

4. Inefficient green project design and planning. In most municipalities, planners of the local Development and Reform Commission (DRC) and financiers of the Financial Bureau work separately. This division results in many planned low carbon projects that make technical sense but do not necessarily financial sense.

5. Lack of bankability of projects. With most investors only interested in holding green bonds that fund highly bankable projects, municipalities need ways to separate these projects from public welfare projects.

6. Additional costs affiliated with monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV). Compared to conventional bonds, labeled green bonds entail a designed external verification plus regular reporting on the green performance of the bond. All else being equal, MRV increases the transaction costs for green bond issuers.

While cities themselves struggle to issue green municipal bonds, their local government financing vehicles can and do issue green bonds – having issued about USD 5.9 billion in 2018. Yet, with stricter regulation on LGFVs (see above), the issuance by LGFVs has dropped to RMB 23.35 billion (or about USD 3.6 billion) in 2019.

Box 3: Shenzhen Municipal Special Subway Bond 2017

In December 2017, the Shenzhen municipal government issued the first special subway bond on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange worth 2 RMB billion to be used for the Shenzhen Metro Line 14 project. The total investment for Line 14 is expected to be RMB 394 billion. About 49.4% will be provided by the government budget, while 50.6% of the capital demand (RMB 20 billion) will be funded through a special bond issuance. The bonds will be repaid by income from commercial asset development, ticket income and other income related to the Metro Line 14 project.

4.1.3 (Green) commercial urban finance developments in China

To address the green urban development financing gap, private capital needs to be mobilized (estimates show that at least 85% of all the annual green investment needed in China by 2050 must come from the private sector).

To this end, China has issued a number of green finance policies. China’s first national green finance policy appeared in 2006 when the State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA – now MEP) limited the ability of banks to extend or give loans to polluting enterprises. In 2012, the China Banking Regulatory Commission (now China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission) issued guidelines for green credit, and in 2015 the State Council released its eco-civilization plan, which called for the development of a green finance system in China.

In August 2016, the landmark Guiding Opinions on Building a Green Financial System (hereafter, “the Guidelines”) became the world’s first systematic green finance policy framework. It was jointly issued by seven bodies: the People’s Bank of China (PBoC), Ministry of Finance (MoF), National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP), China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), and the China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC). The Guidelines are significant for several reasons:

- They officially define “green finance” in China as “support for environmental improvement, climate change and resource conservation, and the efficient use of economic activities.”
- They emphasize that the main purpose of building a green financial system is to mobilize and motivate more social (non-government) capital to invest in green industries.
- They provide incentives to support and encourage green credit, green securities, green insurance, green funds, and green public-private partnerships (PPPs).

49 GIZ - german cooperation.
50 ChinaBond.com, “Data on Shenzhen Municipal Subway Bond in 2017.”
51 ChinaBond.com, GIZ - german cooperation, “Climate Finance for Low-Carbon Urban Infrastructure in China.”
52 Ma, Shenn, and Zadek, “G20 Green Finance Synthesis Report.”
53 People’s Bank of China (PBoC) et al., “Guidelines for Establishing the Green Financial System.”
54 Lindfield, “Green Municipal Finance.”
This guideline also strengthened the development of the green bond market in China (based on the 2015 Guidelines for Green Bond Issuance). Depending on the definition, China was either the first, second, or third largest issuer of green bonds in 2019. According to the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI), Chinese institutions issued about 23 billion USD worth of green bonds (with France and the USA having larger green bond markets).

Another tool is green credit (which, in contrast to green bonds, are not as easily traded on public bond markets). According to the Green Credit Guidelines and the Green Credit Statistics System, China’s green credit has two elements:

- supporting loans for three strategic emerging industries: (1) energy conservation and environmental protection, (2) new energy, and (3) new energy vehicles.
- supporting loans for energy-conservation and environmental protection projects and services.

Figure 10 provides an overview of green credit provision by green sectors of the Chinese economy, which amounted to about 8 trillion RMB.

In public private partnerships, ideally private and public money and capacity are combined to contribute to sustainable development. PPPs are used in China to develop municipal utilities, transportation infrastructure, support urban development, etc. By March 2020, the national PPP Project Database compiled by MoF listed 9,459 projects, with total investments of RMB 14.4 trillion. Figure 11 shows the distribution of PPPs, where water-related PPPs are particularly popular, while public transportation and new energy PPPs are relatively irrelevant.

Since 2017, the Ministry of Finance and NDRC have released a range of documents to support and guide green development to support green infrastructure, pollution control, resource efficiency, etc. in particular. However, due to improvements needed in China’s overall PPP regulatory framework, progress of green PPP application has been slow.

4.1.5 Green Funds

In 2010, the first green fund appeared in China, and the number of new green funds has increased steadily year after year. In September 2015, the State Council issued the “Ecological Civilization Master Plan,” and proposed the establishment of the green financial system’s overall plan to support the establishment of green funds.

In August 2016, the Green Finance Committee published the “Guidance on building green financial system” proposing to support the establishment of a green development fund. In 2017, the State Council decided to set up green finance reform and innovation pilot zones to promote the development of local green funds in the five provinces (autonomous regions) Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Guangdong, Guizhou and Xinjiang. Driven by the continuous improvement of the green financial system and the related favorable policies of the country, the number of green funds in China increased rapidly from 2015 (88 funds) to 2017 (567 funds). To counter the overheating of the system and control financial risks, the People’s Bank of China in its “Guidance on Regulating Financial Institutional asset management business,” restricted qualified investors, requiring clearer requirements for the issuing of “funds” (this brought down the number of new green funds to 137 in 2018). In January 2019, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment issued the “Opinions on Supporting the Green Development of Private Enterprises,” which proposed to accelerate the establishment of a national green development fund, to encourage local governments and social capital to jointly initiate regional green development funds, and support private enterprises, with conditions.
In 2019, there were 77 green funds established nationwide and filed with the China Securities Investment Fund Association, including 75 privately-funded and 2 publicly-funded green funds (see Figure 12).

**Figure 12: Number of new green funds in China (Source: China Securities Investment Fund Association, Wind Database)**

In 2019, the funds were used for new energy (51%), biodiversity conservation (45%), circular economy (2%) and energy saving (2%).

### 4.1.6 International finance institutions

International financial institutions, including development finance institutions, have contributed to financing green urban infrastructure in China. In 2018, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), for example, committed around EUR 1.3 billion for 36 technical assistance projects to support China via "local government programs that promoted sustainable and inclusive economic development". ADB is currently funding efforts to reduce pollution in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, including low-carbon heating and transport in Hebei province. ADB is also leading the Shandong Green Development Fund, a sovereign fund designed to promote climate finance in Shandong province. The French AFD committed about EUR 1.3 billion since 2004 to 28 projects with 13 million tons of CO2 emissions avoided and 450,000 hectares of biodiversity areas protected; the German KfW has committed about EUR 577 million in 8 projects with a focus on provincial sustainability.

Although total financing through development finance institutions to China represents a small portion of financing for urban infrastructure, they can play a catalyzing role to provide proof of concept and build capacity for green urban development and finance. At the same time, development finance institutions often allow for blended finance, which both attracts private capital at market rates and concessionary financing at below market rates to finance projects that would otherwise not receive funding.

### Box 4: Green Bus System in Qingdao

EC-Link Project has been cooperating with the SGDF and ADB to develop a Green Bus Project in Qingdao. The project is expected to be fully completed in 10 years for a planned cost of RMB 2.1 billion (EUR 577 million). According to ADB statistics, Qingdao Municipal Government will provide 25.4% of the total investment amount, while the proposed fund will be accountable for 61% of it. The estimated revenues for the 10-year long project is estimated to be around EUR 0.27 billion, coming from fares, battery recycling and advertisements. The benefits of the project include the improvement of transport services, reduced commuting time for citizens, battery recycling and CO2 reduction.

**Box 5: Blended finance (Source: IIGF)**

Blended finance is a form of structuring finance to allow for lower financing cost. According to the OECD, “blended finance is the strategic use of development finance for the mobilisation of additional finance towards sustainable development in developing countries.” A project’s financing can therefore combine different instruments (e.g., equity, debt) which are provided by fund sources (from those such as development banks, public institutions and donors) with a willingness to provide concessionary financing (that is financing at rates below market return rates) with money (from those such as commercial institutions or private sectors) that require market returns.

Figure 13 shows an example: a project that requires 100,000 investments and has a negative return of 1%. After one year of the project operation, it has therefore lost 1,000 and can only pay out 99,000. If using blended finance, this project could attract private investors. The project receives a donation of 5,000, gets concessionary financing from development banks (50,000 with an expected return of 2%) and attracts private investors (45,000 with an expected return of 6%).

**Figure 13: Example of blended finance (Source: IIGF)**

As such, blended finance is an instrument that allows for the mobilization of private investors into projects with lower and even negative returns, while avoiding crowding out private capital through concessional loans or grants. Blended finance does not work, however, when projects don’t generate revenues at all.

### 4.2 Case studies for green urban finance in China

In this section, we look at two cases of green urban finance in China that can serve as a role model for international cooperation in the Belt and Road Initiative. The cases were selected based on their potential to be scaled-up to the context of cities of the Belt and Road Initiative. There were many more cases that could have been selected, but we aimed to select cases that have relevance for both large scale and small scale application, their past and current relevance to the Chinese market and for their example of combining EU and Chinese experiences in the green finance sector.
4.2.1.1 Shandong Green Development Fund (SDGF)

The Shandong Green Development Fund (SDGF) is a $1.5 billion public-private financing facility, targeting higher risk climate-resilient infrastructure subprojects, green and high technology manufacturing businesses, and investment in municipal and sectoral sub-funds in China’s Shandong Province. With a population of about 100 million people and 10 cities with more than 5 million people, this province is one of the largest energy and coal consumers in China. The SDGF responds to the key challenges of climate finance in China – “being a lack of pipelines of viable climate positive projects, particularly new technology projects, inability of the capital market to address higher risk profiles of climate investments and to attract PIC finance into such investments, and inadequate systems for defining, monitoring and evaluating climate investments – identified by the Ministry of Finance (MoF) and the ADB.”

Overview of the SDGF

The fund is set up for 20 years with the goals of:

- mobilize at both fund and subproject level additional capital from public and private sources, and
- contribute to capacity development in the PRC in general and in Shandong in particular for climate finance and climate resilience.

To achieve this, the fund aims to invest a maximum of 67% into transformational projects at discount interest rates, where transformational significantly contributes to positive climate impacts. The fund considers projects “good practice” if they comply with current environmental best practices in China (e.g. green building codes) and provide loans at lower than market rates (see Figure 14).

The SDGF is a public (56%) - private (44%) fund with an overall ownership structure of 56% and 44%:

- 33%: Catalytic funds (ADB, AFD, KfW – and the GCF) through SDIHG (Public);
- 25%: Shandong Provincial Government and Local Governments (Public);
- 41%: PIC investors mobilized by SDIHG (under multiple close fundraising); and
- 1%: SDGF Fund Management Company as General Partner (consistent with market practice).

The SDGF is a public (56%) - private (44%) fund with an overall ownership structure of 56% and 44%:

- 33%: Catalytic funds (ADB, AFD, KfW – and the GCF) through SDIHG (Public);
- 25%: Shandong Provincial Government and Local Governments (Public);
- 41%: PIC investors mobilized by SDIHG (under multiple close fundraising); and
- 1%: SDGF Fund Management Company as General Partner (consistent with market practice).

Operation of the SDGF

The fund will accommodate the timing difference between private, institutional and commercial (PIC) investors’ horizon (up to 10 years) and the ADB loan (20 years). The capital from International Financial Institutions (IFIs), public funding and PIC will be blended into a series of short-term funds (up to 10 years) to finance climate-positive projects. In order to ensure crowdfunding from the private sector, PIC investors will be guaranteed a return that is commensurate with market standards and higher than the return for the funding from public investors.

This structure allows the participation of the private sector at both the Facility and project level. It is anticipated that the fund achieves at least 2.5 million tCO2e of annual greenhouse gas emissions reduction while at least 2 million people (of which 50% are women) should benefit from strengthened climate and disaster resilience in the region.

The fund will accommodate the timing difference between private, institutional and commercial (PIC) investors’ horizon (up to 10 years) and the ADB loan (20 years). The capital from International Financial Institutions (IFIs), public funding and PIC will be blended into a series of short-term funds (up to 10 years) to finance climate-positive projects. In order to ensure crowdfunding from the private sector, PIC investors will be guaranteed a return that is commensurate with market standards and higher than the return for the funding from public investors.

This structure allows the participation of the private sector at both the Facility and project level. It is anticipated that the fund achieves at least 2.5 million tCO2e of annual greenhouse gas emissions reduction while at least 2 million people (of which 50% are women) should benefit from strengthened climate and disaster resilience in the region.

The fund will accommodate the timing difference between private, institutional and commercial (PIC) investors’ horizon (up to 10 years) and the ADB loan (20 years). The capital from International Financial Institutions (IFIs), public funding and PIC will be blended into a series of short-term funds (up to 10 years) to finance climate-positive projects. In order to ensure crowdfunding from the private sector, PIC investors will be guaranteed a return that is commensurate with market standards and higher than the return for the funding from public investors.

This structure allows the participation of the private sector at both the Facility and project level. It is anticipated that the fund achieves at least 2.5 million tCO2e of annual greenhouse gas emissions reduction while at least 2 million people (of which 50% are women) should benefit from strengthened climate and disaster resilience in the region.
Summary and scalability

The SDGF is an ambitious project that allows cities in the Shandong province to invest in transformative green and climate-friendly urban technologies and infrastructure. By providing both a facility and a fund, the SDGF ensures that projects can be invested in, even though regular investors might typically turn away. By including private sector financial institutions, the SDGF also mobilizes private money and by blending finance, it allows for both concessional financing terms and attractive returns for investors. The SDGF is a prime example of cooperation between multiple development finance institutions, private local investors, a provincial government, cities, and the national government to drive sustainable development on a subnational level.

Currently, EC-Link Project is cooperating with the SDGF in also developing a green building project in Qingdao (already in pipeline), and series of green projects in Weihai will be ready and in the pipeline by 2021.

4.2.1.2 Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City (ILCC)

The Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City (ILCC)66 is a flagship demonstration project on Sustainable Urbanization located in the Longgang District of Shenzhen, at the border of Dongguan and Huizhou in the Guangdong province. It aims to display China’s achievements in low-carbon technology and has enjoyed considerable success since its launch in 201272. By 2014, planners in Shenzhen had built a couple of demonstration low-energy public buildings, including an exhibition hall that serves as an educational center on green buildings and green development. Local residents can now enjoy green outdoor spaces in a 1 km² start-up zone where construction has been completed; a 5 km² expansion zone will soon follow. The total planned area is 53.4 km². The ILCC upgrades the existing built environment in Longgang District by retrofitting older industrial spaces which will eventually provide replicable examples of low-carbon development for future waves of Chinese urbanization68.

Green financing for the ILCC

The Shenzhen ILCC arguably pioneered the use of green bonds to finance urban low-carbon infrastructure in China. Two local government financing vehicles (LGFVs) included in the ILCC issued corporate bonds that were, functionally speaking, green bonds because the proceeds from the bonds paid for urban climate mitigation infrastructure; as a pioneer project, the ILCC was marked only in 2016 following the newly developed classification of bonds in China76.

Shenzhen International Low Carbon City (ILCC) was also a demonstration project under C40 Cities that served as an intriguing example for understanding innovative forms of funding with the specific aim of doing it in environmentally in socially, environmentally and economically sustainable ways whilst also pursuing the new construction of cutting-edge, low-carbon buildings and urban infrastructure (see note n. 66). The two LGFVs involved in partially financing the ILCC were the Shenzhen Special Zone Construction and Development Group Co., Ltd. (CDG) and the Longgang District Urban Construction and Investment Co., Ltd. (DUCI). CDG was founded by the Shenzhen municipal government while the DUCI was founded by the Longgang District government, both prior to the launch of the ILCC. The companies are responsible for acting on the behalf of their respective governments for financing and investment, infrastructure development, investment promotion, operation, and management — for the ILCC as well as other municipal and district projects in Shenzhen.77 CDG was responsible for six major projects in the ILCC’s start-up area with a total investment of 3 billion RMB. This sum was raised through bank loans, registered private placement bonds, and short-term financing bonds77.

Table 4: Projects constructed by CDG and total investment77

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Total investment (in million RMB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporary conference and exhibition center of the ILCC</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green reformation of Haka round houses</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green building reformation of industrial premises</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot block construction projects</td>
<td>2,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of roads and infrastructure</td>
<td>34.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingshan River Eco-park and environmental management demonstration project</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,944.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary and scalability

Although state-backed LGFVs would face more constraints when issuing corporate bonds today (due to the 2014 State Council’s Opinions on Strengthening Local Government Debt Management) and because CDG’s 2012-13 corporate bonds issuance to finance the ILCC is no longer possible in China, CDG could today issue bonds linked to different climate mitigation projects in the ILCC. In its set-up, Shenzhen’s municipality ensured that the state-backed CDG operated as a commercialized LGFV by today’s standards. By packing prime assets into CDG during its founding in 2011, the city gave CDG the ability to repay debt on its own, thereby avoiding the scenario of Shenzhen needing to cover CDG in case of default.

Other Chinese cities could follow the model of CDG and DUCI by using their LGFVs to issue bonds and help finance low-carbon infrastructure. In fact, LGFVs could be more widely used in China and elsewhere to become dedicated green investment platforms.

An example of this practices was an LGFV of the Chinese city of Wuhan: The Wuhan Metro Group Co., Ltd. set a milestone in November 2018 when its debut offshore green bonds sold for 400 million USD. Moody’s Investor Service assigned a Green Bond Assessment (GBA) rating of GB1 (Excellent) to the bonds, in the estimation that all proceeds will be allocated to expanding low-carbon public transportation in Wuhan and align with the LGFV’s sustainability strategy. In such cases, LGFV-issued green bonds could solve maturity mismatches for infrastructures should create or re-purpose LGFVs dedicated to financing green projects, and put LGFVs in charge of retrofitting existing urban areas to become greener, particularly by focusing on specific green projects (as LGFVs would have to issue project-specific green bonds).

66 For more information on the design, planning, and environmental dimensions of the ILCC, see the detailed 2017 case study by CDG Cities Climate Leadership Group, Inc. on pages 140-163 of this online report.
67 Zhan, de Jong, and de Bruijn, “Funding Sustainable Cities: A Comparative Study of Sin-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City and Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City.”
68 Elliot, “The Best Part is What Shenzhen Didn’t Do.”
69 Zhan, de Jong, and de Bruijn, “Funding Sustainable Cities: A Comparative Study of Sin-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City and Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City.”
70 Chen Lon (Economic, Center for Finance and Development), Tsinghua National Institute of Financial Research, interview.
71 Zhan, de Jong, and de Bruijn, “Funding Sustainable Cities: A Comparative Study of Sin-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City and Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City.”
72 Zhan and de Jong, “Funding Eco Cities and Low Carbon Cities: The Case of Shenzhen International Low Carbon City,” April 2018.
73 Zhan and de Jong, “Funding Eco Cities and Low Carbon Cities: The Case of Shenzhen International Low Carbon City,” April 2018.
74 Moody’s Assesses Landmark Green Deal for LGFs.
75 “Wuhan Metro Seals Landmark Green Deal for LGFs.”
76 “Wuhan Metro Seals Landmark Green Deal for LGFs.”
77 Zhan, de Jong, and de Bruijn, “Funding Sustainable Cities: A Comparative Study of Sin-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City and Shenzhen International Low-Carbon City.”
78 Zhan and de Jong, “Funding Eco Cities and Low Carbon Cities: The Case of Shenzhen International Low Carbon City,” April 2018.
structure projects, such as metro systems, that require long-term investments (Wuhan Metro’s bonds have tenors of 10 years or more, about twice as long as most bank-issued Chinese green bonds)\(^77\).

As a pioneer project, ILCC could be used as an example for many developing cities within BRI; it represents a clear example of how cities could develop urban climate mitigation projects with extensive private sector involvement in both the design and construction of individual projects. ILCC is environmentally sustainable by promoting the low carbon transition, socially sustainable through resident and villager involvement, and financially sustainable through the diversification of funding sources. The financing experience gained from ILCC provides practical lessons for other cities and has significant implications in adapting institutional and organizational arrangements to create enabling conditions for innovative financing activities.

### 4.3 Challenges for green urban finance in China

Chinese cities face a number of challenges in meeting their financing needs for green urban development in regard to policy and capacity, public finance and private finance mobilization.

#### 4.3.1 Supporting policy and capacity

In regard to supporting policy and capacity for green urban finance in China, the following challenges need to be overcome to further accelerate mobilization of green finance.

- **Green finance policies and responsibilities lie with multiple institutions across different regulatory bodies and a comprehensive and explicit policy framework of legislation addressing for example climate change is lacking.**

- **Policy coordination between different regulators (e.g. for urban transportation different ministries are responsible, particularly the Ministry of Transport for subway systems and the city planning bureau for bus transport) and different administrative levels – from central government to provincial and municipal governments (e.g. for subsidies for e-mobility, different levels have set different targets) are complicated.**

- **Capacity, particularly of planning capacity at local levels is often insufficient, while at the same time central planning might be insufficient to deal with local specificities.** For example, “in some cases, cities or developers may wish to adopt more walkable communities, with mixed usages and different densities than is required under the regulations. Often, national and local officials may be receptive to such changes, but experts and design institutes lack experience and confidence in alternatives.”\(^29\)

- **Often changing regulations increase political risks, such as changing levels of subsidies that increase risks for private investors by making the predictability of cash flows for current and potential future projects less certain.** Accordingly, greater attention to long-term policy stability is required.

- **Project preparation in terms of technical capabilities and finance is often insufficient.** With large banks minimizing their risks, their willingness to finance pilots is often limited. Accordingly, pilots and project preparation need to be paid for by government funds (such as the eco-cities), or by development finance institutions, while, however, capacities for financial modelling and evaluation are often not sufficient at the administrative level.

#### 4.3.2 Public finance

Despite much progress in accelerating public finance for urban green development in China, a number of challenges persist, such as:

- **Chinese cities have high levels of debts that make any further borrowing from bond markets more difficult.** S&P Global Ratings estimates that the off-balance-sheet borrowings of Chinese local governments could be as high as RMB 30-40 trillion, most of which is earmarked for infrastructure development\(^79\). While cities have resorted to new forms of legal structures to raise more funds through local government financing vehicles, local governments nevertheless guarantee these loans. Thus, more borrowing might either make governments or banks default (which has actually happened in a number of cases recently)\(^80\). Given this background, cities with slower growth will increasingly face difficulties attracting financing.

- **Other public financing instruments are often insufficient.** Tax revenues have stagnated at best (see Figure 16), while an economic slowdown starting in 2019 has further derailed tax revenues. Tax revenues in January and February of 2020 were about RMB 3.5 trillion, down 9.9% from the previous year and the steepest drop since February 2009. Due to the coronavirus induced economic downturn, February 2020 fiscal incomes dropped by 21.4% compared to the already relatively weak 2019 comparison period\(^81\).

- **The further sale of land by re-purposing more agricultural to residential land to increase municipal revenues for further investment would further contribute to non-green urban development.**

#### 4.3.3 Private finance issues

Although the green finance market in China has grown steadily, many problems have yet to be overcome to drive a green development path and they include:

- **Reluctance of private investors to commit capital to long term local infrastructure projects, especially after new rules for cross-border pooling were included in tightened regulations for public private partnerships (PPP) in 2018\(^82\).**

- **Inconsistent green bond standards where China and international green bond standards are not harmonized (e.g. through the inclusion of clean coal, through the non-inclusion of inter-city railways). This leads to a potential disconnect between global capital markets and Chinese projects\(^83\).**

---
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beneficiaries, particularly in large infrastructure projects; often having long investment cycles investment levels in the EU public national funding meeting EU structural and investment funds and private funding. Member States, private actors and the EU all play a role in financing green urban development. The EU has a growing regulatory framework in place to increase investments in the green finance sector. This chapter gives an overview of recent developments, main actors and serves to create an understanding of how the policy framework enables cities to foster green urban development at the local level.

5.1 Recent developments in green urban finance in Europe

5.1.1 The European policy context for green urban finance

In November 2018, the European Commission published the Long-Term Strategy (LTS) for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy. The vision, named ‘A Clean Planet for All’, formulates the goal of achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. The framework contributes to regulatory stability as a key element for public authorities and private actors to achieve the EU’s emission reduction targets. To complete the transition towards a net-zero greenhouse gas economy, the LTS states that "private business and households will be responsible for the vast majority of these investments. To foster such investment, it is crucial for the European Union and Member States to offer clear, long-term signals to guide investors, to avoid stranded assets, to raise sustainable finance and to direct it to clean innovation efforts most productively." At the same time, the EU has designed and put in place several public structural and investment funds to boost green finance. They are administered by the European Commission in cooperation with the Member States.

The landscape of green urban finance in Europe is characterized by the interplay of the several different policy levels in the EU public national funding meeting EU structural and investment funds and private funding. Member States, private actors and the EU all play a role in financing green urban development. The EU has a growing regulatory framework in place to increase investments in the green finance sector. This chapter gives an overview of recent developments, main actors and serves to create an understanding of how the policy framework enables cities to foster green urban development at the local level.

5.1 Recent developments in green urban finance in Europe

5.1.1 The European policy context for green urban finance

In November 2018, the European Commission published the Long-Term Strategy (LTS) for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy. The vision, named ‘A Clean Planet for All’, formulates the goal of achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. The framework contributes to regulatory stability as a key element for public authorities and private actors to achieve the EU’s emission reduction targets. To complete the transition towards a net-zero greenhouse gas economy, the LTS states that "private business and households will be responsible for the vast majority of these investments. To foster such investment, it is crucial for the European Union and Member States to offer clear, long-term signals to guide investors, to avoid stranded assets, to raise sustainable finance and to direct it to clean innovation efforts most productively." At the same time, the EU has designed and put in place several public structural and investment funds to boost green finance. They are administered by the European Commission in cooperation with the Member States.

The EU budget, where "a 25% target for climate mainstreaming across all EU programs" could be put in place for the next EU Multiannual Financial Framework (2021-2027), will play a key role. Furthermore, new revenue streams will be adopted: the Commission has proposed to allocate 20% of the revenue from the auctioning of EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) to the EU budget. Following the publication of the European Green Deal, in January 2020, the EC presented the Sustainable Europe Investment Plan (or the European Green Deal Investment Plan) which serves as the investment pillar of the Green Deal. The Plan will mobilize public investment at the EU and Member States level and help to unlock private funds through a bundle of financial instruments.

Reactions of the Member States towards the ambitious new Green Deal have differed, even though there is consensus that a need for unlocking investments exists. Several members of the European Parliament raised concern that the social and economic impact of carbon neutrality in 2050 could be very high. One of the more skeptical countries is Poland, which is highly dependent on its coal industry and has refused to endorse the objective of becoming climate neutral by 2050. Recognizing the different scales of the challenge to undergo the nec-
essary economic and social transition in some territories, the Green Deal therefore entails the Just Transition Mechanism, which will provide "targeted support to generate the necessary investments in these territories." The tool should help bring on board Member States, that refuse to commit to carbon neutrality for now. With a first list of regions eligible for funding, it remains to be seen which regions and territories will finally be selected to benefit from the funds.

With the European Green Deal, the EU has made a strong commitment towards its climate goals. In the light of the current COVID-19 pandemic that has also stricken the European continent and its people and economies, it is all the more important to bring together the future pandemic recovery plan and the green transition. For instance, supporting the clean energy sector or boosting the renovation wave can help move forward the green transition and at the same time recover important economies. As been called for by the European Board of the Covenant of Mayors – an EU-wide network of local and regional authorities – the European Green Deal should be at the core of the EU recovery efforts and should make cities better equipped to tackle the ongoing climate emergency.

5.1.2 Financial Instruments in the Green Urban Sectors in Europe

The greening of municipal financial instruments is an important first step towards achieving greener urban infrastructure. As cities have revenue sources that are tied to many aspects of all urban sectors, their design can stimulate or dissuade the development of greener and more sustainable cities (OECD 2012). According to OECD (2012) in some European countries (e.g. France, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden), capital expenditure in environmental protection is incurred almost entirely by the local government, in other countries (e.g. United Kingdom and Iceland), local government represents less than a third of total government expenditures in this sector. In decentralised countries, such as Spain or Belgium, regional government expenditures in environmental protection account for nearly a third of total environmental expenditures. Some examples of how European local governments are putting in place financial instruments to achieve green urban infrastructure are shown in Table 5.

### Table 5: Examples of Green Urban Finance in Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congestion charge</td>
<td>Transport fees discourage car use and encourage public transit and non-motorised travel. London’s congestion charge is a simple daily charge for entering the 13-mile square congestion charging zone on weekdays. By law, all surpluses raised must be reinvested into London’s transport infrastructure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees and Charges</td>
<td>Milan imposed a charge on vehicles with higher pollution levels as an incentive for motorists to buy less pollutant cars, and a few years later the number of cars with free access were the majority. Despite the fact that these vehicles have less polluting engines, the free access helped less with the congestion problem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>Local government’s grants can take environmental indicators into account. Stimulating private investments, the Vienna Department for Environmental Protection promotes green roofs up to a maximum amount of 20,200 euros. The university town of Marburg in Germany has its own support programme for the purchase of climate-friendly building services for the generation of thermal energy. Solar thermal systems are subsidised with 500 and 1,000 euros respectively. Under certain conditions other heating systems are also subsidised, e.g. wood pellet systems or systems with combined heat and power generation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPs</td>
<td>In energy-saving contracting (ESC), a building owner and an energy service company (ESCO) conclude an energy-saving contract. Both partners divide the savings profits according to previously negotiated terms. In Berlin, the Berlin Energy Agency has successfully introduced and accompanied 27 ESC projects with over 500 properties and approx. 1,400 public buildings under the name ‘Berlinenergiepartnerschaften’ (Berlin Energy Partnerships) since 1996 on behalf of the Senate. The average energy cost savings in the building pools is 26 percent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens Solar Parks</td>
<td>The city of Aachen in Germany leaves roofs to private individuals who want to invest in PV systems. The solar use of Aachen’s municipal roof areas has been promoted since 1996. The City of Aachen provides its suitable roof areas mainly to citizens of Aachen; some citizen participation systems have also been established. In autumn 2010 a cooperation with the local City owned energy provider was created with the aim of using larger roof areas as energy generation areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PPPs

| Bioenergy village (Bioenergiedörfer) | Private sector involvement in green infrastructure | A bioenergy village is a village that covers a large part of its electricity and heat requirements itself by using biomass that is predominantly provided regional. In the German Village of Jühnde, the Jühnde Energy Cooperative, in which the majority of households, all Jühnde farmers, the church and the community are represented, commissioned a biogas plant, a wood chip heating plant and a local heating network. Since then, the village has not only been supplying itself with renewable heat for the most part, but also feeding around five kilowatt hours of green electricity into the public grid every year. |

| Renewable Energy Cooperative | Green Finance Lab in Amsterdam: The Green Finance Lab is an initiative of the City of Amsterdam and the Dutch bank ABN AMRO, as part of the Amsterdam Sustainability Programme and a Green Deal between the City of Amsterdam and the Dutch national government. The Green Finance Lab aims to find new financing mechanisms for realising the transition towards a sustainable metropole (including ecosystem services, energy, water, raw materials and transportation) (OECD 2011) This programme creates a forum for stakeholders from the public, private, NGO and academic sectors to develop financial solutions for sustainable projects. Amsterdam has successfully managed to not only successfully engage as many stakeholders as possible, but also create a forum of skills and expertise that can help the public authorities. |

| Green City Bonds | Gothenburg in Sweden was the first city in the world to work with green bonds to finance climate-friendly expansion and has done so since 2013. The City of Gothenburg has established a framework pertaining to which projects will be allocated funds from green bonds. A few of the projects financed by green bonds in Gothenburg include Nys Solevi-Sweden’s largest solar park, Selma Town hall, an ultrafilter in water treatment plant, the expansion of the Gas facility, tree planting in the city by the Parks and Nature Agency, Göteborg Energi’s Celsius project, the city’s electric vehicles, and local government’s project focusing on sustainable buildings. |

| Loans | Loans for the improvement of the energy efficiency | The European Investment Bank is providing the Madrid Region with a € 49 million loan to finance the construction of new affordable rental housing and improvement of the energy efficiency and accessibility of the existing social housing stock. The EIB is financing this project under the Smart Finance for Smart Buildings initiative, which it is promoting alongside the European Commission to provide the necessary financing to support investments in improving the energy efficiency of buildings. |

| Energy renovation loan | Private households in Flanders, Belgium, receive technical and financial support in improving their homes’ energy performance by so-called Energy Houses, granting them ‘Flemish Energy Loans’. In order to increase this number of private home renovations and accelerate energy refurbishment, the H2020 project FALCO has proposed a new Energy Renovation Loan (ER 2.0) with higher maximum amounts to borrow, a longer maturity and a modular approach to advisory and support services to align assistance with needs. |

| Bonds | Green City Bonds | In accordance with the examples from European cities illustrated above, the following Table 6 gives an overview on financial instruments in Green Urban Sectors, which have contributed to the greening of the urban financial landscape. |

| Loans and bonds | Loans and green bonds |

| Carbon finance | Clean Development Mechanism/Joint Implementation, voluntary carbon offsets |

### Table 6: Main financial instruments in the main green urban sectors Financing Green Urban Infrastructure (Source: OECD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
<th>Water / waste</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Property tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Building permits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tariffs and fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity user fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees and charges</td>
<td>Congestion charges</td>
<td>Parking fees</td>
<td>High Occupancy Toll lanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>General grants with environmental in indicators, specific grants for environmental goods and services, matching grants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPs</td>
<td>Concessions and Private Finance Initiatives (PFIs), energy performance contracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-based income</td>
<td>Development charges/impact fees</td>
<td>Value capture tax</td>
<td>Higher density building rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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5.1.3 The public sector

A key sector of the public sector at the European level is the European Commission (EC), supported by its co-legislator, the European Parliament (EP) and the Council comprised of the heads of states of the Member States.

All 27 EU Member States have adopted different approaches to promote green urban finance and to enforce their financial strategies and guidelines. The main driver for green finance in many of the Member States, however, is the European Commission. The rapidly developing regulation for sustainable and green finance at the EU level therefore is one of the main drivers for the topic also at Member State level. The external pressure will have an effect on national policymakers to come up with solutions on how to bring together the financial sector with climate and environmental policies.

Additional public funding is available in and for municipalities and cities. Their role in financing green projects must not be underestimated as the municipal level is the closest policy level to citizens who represent an important target group as consumers and end users of products and infrastructure. Municipalities can trigger private funding by setting incentives, applying for financial support at the national and EU level or working with their own budget.

In addition to those actors, the European Investment Bank (EIB), the public bank of the European Union, adopted its own Climate Strategy in 2015 with the goal to mobilise at least €1 trillion in sustainable investment over the next decade. Around €500 billion of the EU’s own budget are reserved for Climate and Environment. Coupled with the new investment instrument of the upcoming MIF, InvestEU, and revenue streams from the ETS, public and private investment will be triggered that shall amount to at least €1 trillion.

On the Member State level, it has been visible that the topics of standardization of criteria and benchmarking are crucial in increasing the share of private investments in EU countries. Furthermore, there is a need to develop an understanding between the private finance sector and the public sector, as the lack of understanding of economic, social and environmental aspects at stake, has resulted in a reluctance to invest in the energy efficiency sector, for instance. This impedes the necessary flow of investments.

To give an understanding of European efforts to increase green private finance, a few selected examples of private sector financing are presented here. For instance, the European Banking Federation (EBF), bringing together national banking associations of EU countries, supports the regulatory framework on sustainable finance that the EC has brought forward and encourages the use of the EU taxonomy (see next chapter) as a common language within the EU. (ECB) as well as policy certainty and create complexity regarding the allocation of money or entails costly operational challenges.

There are several banks which have included sustainable financing in their mission to promote green development – one prominent example is the GLS Bank from Germany that identifies as an ‘ecological bank’. GLS Bank finances projects that fulfil sustainability criteria and their lending activities are strictly bound to social and ecological companies. Their criteria are oriented towards the SDGs which results in the bank investing in businesses like organic farms, nursing homes, communal housing projects and other sustainable companies. The banks clients may choose projects to support when opening an account, thereby choosing which sector to invest in. The replication of the GLS Bank model could promote significantly green urban finance, since bank

5.1.4 The private sector

Attracting private funding is an essential prerequisite to meeting the European Union’s 2030 and 2050 climate targets. Especially for the energy, buildings and transport sectors, an increase in investments is needed. The European Commission estimates that overall investment will need to grow to between €176 billion and €290 billion per year higher than it would be under current policies (or €520 to 575 billion per year without calculating with the baseline). This translates to around 2.8% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) invested annually.

Currently around 2% of GDP is invested to decarbonize the EU’s economy, as calculated by the Commission. This investment opportunity – or gap – calls for a significant increase in green finance, notably from the private sector. To enable private funding, policy certainty and de-risking private investments will be key issues in delivering on agreed EU targets.

On the Member State level, it has been visible that the topics of standardization of criteria, benchmarking are crucial in increasing the share of private investments in EU countries. Furthermore, there is a need to develop an understanding between the private finance sector and the public sector, as the lack of understanding of economic, social, and environmental aspects at stake, has resulted in a reluctance to invest in the energy efficiency sector, for instance. This impedes the necessary flow of investments.

To give an understanding of European efforts to increase green private finance, a few selected examples of private sector financing are presented here. For instance, the European Banking Federation (EBF), bringing together national banking associations of EU countries, supports the regulatory framework on sustainable finance that the EC has brought forward and encourages the use of the EU taxonomy (see next chapter) as a common language within the EU. (ECB) as well as policy certainty and create complexity regarding the allocation of money or entails costly operational challenges.

There are several banks which have included sustainable financing in their mission to promote green development – one prominent example is the GLS Bank from Germany that identifies as an ‘ecological bank’. GLS Bank finances projects that fulfil sustainability criteria and their lending activities are strictly bound to social and ecological companies. Their criteria are oriented towards the SDGs which results in the bank investing in businesses like organic farms, nursing homes, communal housing projects and other sustainable companies. The banks clients may choose projects to support when opening an account, thereby choosing which sector to invest in. The replication of the GLS Bank model could promote significantly green urban finance, since bank

5.1.5 Investments

Currently 2% of the Union’s GDP is invested in the energy sector, its infrastructure, and environmental protection. This will need to grow to 2.8% to achieve a net-zero greenhouse gas emissions economy. While private businesses and households will be responsible for meeting these investment needs, the EU’s own budget acts as a catalyst to leverage green finance, both public and private. The European Green Deal Investment Plan foresees mobilising at least €1 trillion in sustainable investment over the next decade. Around €503 billion of the EU’s own budget are reserved for Climate and Environment. Coupled with the new investment instrument of the upcoming MIF, InvestEU, and revenue streams from the ETS, public and private investment will be triggered that shall amount to at least €1 trillion.
Funds of the EU budget will be spent via its structural funds and programmes, such as the European Regional Development Fund, Horizon Europe and Life funds. Many of these funds build on grant schemes, which aim at triggering additional investment of the private sector. Cities and regions belong to the beneficiaries of these programmes, as they are important multipliers of local financing solutions for clean energy, renovation of buildings and circular economy industries.

The EIB has played a crucial role in green urban finance in the past and will continue to do so over the next MFF. According to the Bank, since 2012, the EIB has "provided € 170 billion of finance supporting over € 600 billion of investment in projects that reduce emissions and help countries adapt to the impacts of climate change," making it one of the world’s largest multilateral providers of finance for projects supporting these objectives. In 2019 then, the Bank declared a stop to financing fossil fuels from the end of 2021, thereby supporting its claim to be the EU’s climate bank.

Further regulatory stability will be provided to the investment sector by the establishment of the proposed EU Taxonomy for Sustainable Activities (hereafter “EU Taxonomy”). It is the most advanced and granular framework for the inclusion and exclusion of projects depending on their environmental outcome. It provides a list of 67 economic activities with clear performance criteria for their contribution to six environmental objectives, including climate change, environmental protection and biodiversity. Technical screening criteria was set to determine “Substantial Contribution” to achieving green development and include intense safeguards through ‘Do No Significant Harm’ to avoid violation of any other ecological aspects. In its first phase of implementation, the Taxonomy technical support document designs a two-step inclusion method (Figure 18), with which it first prioritizes the purpose-based screening that an investment must contribute substantially to address climate change, and then follows with context-detailed criteria to guide in-depth examination of how the investment does no significant harm to other environmental goals.

---
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5.2 Case studies for green urban finance in Europe

In this section, we look at two cases of green urban finance in Europe that can serve as a role model for international cooperation in the Belt and Road Initiative. The cases were selected based on their potential to be scaled-up to the context of cities of the Belt and Road Initiative. We therefore aimed to select cases that have relevance for both large and small scale applications.

5.2.1 Co-ownership Plans in Litoměřice (CZ) and Essen (DE)

Within its long-term transition to an ecologically sustainable and a climate-neutral economy, the EU sets a priority to secure the supply of clean, affordable and secure energy to all EU citizens and households. However, around 50 million people in the EU are currently affected by energy poverty, meaning they are not able to afford essential energy services. To this end, the ‘Renovation Wave’ is identified as a win-win solution to foster energy efficiency, promote green urban finance and ensure affordable energy to consumers affected by energy poverty. Furthermore, the EU is providing grants to cities and municipalities to tackle this complex challenge. The example below describes the financial model that two European cities, Litoměřice and Essen, are implementing to tackle energy via the H2020 grant. Energy poverty being a challenge in many countries of the BRI as well, the example may serve as inspiration for replication.

The city of Litoměřice lies at the junction of the rivers Elbe and Ohře in the northern part of the Czech Republic, approximately 64 km (40 mi) northwest of Prague. The town with about 26,000 inhabitants was one of the first Czech municipalities to introduce energy efficiency measures. Within the EU funded Horizon 2020 project SCORE (Supporting Consumer Co-Ownership in Renewable Energies), Litoměřice set up a financing model for roof PV installations on residential and public buildings, with a total of 125 households benefitting from the electricity produced.

The financing scheme, the Consumer Stock Ownership Plan (CSOP) enables consumers, especially those without savings or access to capital credit, to acquire an ownership stake in a utility that supplies them and thus to become “prosumers.” It is an investment model that puts consumers at the center, providing them with participation both financially and in decision-making. A CSOP is a highly flexible financing model and permits co-investments of municipalities, small and medium-sized enterprises and other local stakeholders, such as energy providers (see Figure 19). In Litoměřice, the municipality is an important part of the implemented model and provides part of the initial investment sum. To this end, the municipality will use parts of its established Energy Saving Fund to support energy-related projects.

There are a few specific features to the CSOP that make it an attractive investment model to increase the share of renewable energies (RE) and to democratize the access to the financing market for private actors. Within a CSOP, the investments and voting rights of the consumers are pooled. The latter are represented by a trustee, who consults them and acts in their interest. The intermediary trustee ensures professionalism vis-à-vis the other co-investors and facilitates easier communication. In Litoměřice, the figure of the trustee is taken over by the HZ2020 grant. Energy poverty being a challenge in many countries of the BRI as well, the example may serve as inspiration for replication.

The city of Essen has identified two pilot areas where the CSOP financing method will play a key role in attracting private funding and increasing the share of renewable energy deployment. The Franz-Sales-Haus, a catholic institution supporting people with disabilities, consists of a small campus with over 40 buildings, with different load and consumption profiles. It envisaged building a new renewable energy community with inhabitants and workers of the Franz-Sales-Haus becoming co-investors within the CSOP model. Moreover, the city of Essen is preparing a feasibility study, looking at the possibility of introducing the financing model in the district of Vogelheim. The district has a relatively high number of residents falling into the category of low-income households.

Once the RE plants installation is set up, it supplies the consumer stakeholders with energy and sells all surplus production. The bank loan is repaid with revenues from the sale of surplus energy produced by the installation. After amortization, profits from the power plant are paid out to the shareholders as dividends. In Litoměřice this financing scheme is not only used to increase the share of RES, but also to involve atypical groups as investors of the energy transition. For example, low-income households are especially targeted to participate in the CSOP model with small monthly contributions of about 20 € while other households may invest 100 to 250 €. This way, the CSOP also contributes to alleviating energy poverty.

The city of Essen has identified two pilot areas where the CSOP financing method will play a key role in attracting private funding and increasing the share of renewable energy deployment. The Franz-Sales-Haus, a catholic institution supporting people with disabilities, consists of a small campus with over 40 buildings, with different load and consumption profiles. It envisaged building a new renewable energy community with inhabitants and workers of the Franz-Sales-Haus becoming co-investors within the CSOP model. Moreover, the city of Essen is preparing a feasibility study, looking at the possibility of introducing the financing model in the district of Vogelheim. The district has a relatively high number of residents falling into the category of low-income households.

Summary and scalability

In conclusion, the financing instrument at hand is not only highly qualified to attract private investment for the energy transition; it is also a tool to alleviate energy poverty and to enable participation of vulnerable consumers in the energy transition. For BRI countries and their cities, the CSOP therefore constitutes a major opportunity to...
tackle both the lack of private investment for renewable energies and the challenge of energy poverty, which has been identified in several BRI countries and is best tackled on a local level. What is important to underline, is that acceptance for cooperative financing models such as the CSOP may differ from country to country according to historical developments and connotations of the term.

5.2.2 Paris Green Fund

Green funds, as a way to finance sustainable projects, have been established by several European cities, such as London, Paris and Hannover, Germany. This chapter explores one of them to give an understanding of how green funds are established, the kind of financing schemes that are in place and how they contribute to green urban financing. Since green funds can be established at the city level, they represent an opportunity to shape green infrastructure at the local level and could therefore be an interesting tool for larger cities of the BRI countries.

The city of Paris established its Green Fund in 2018, after preparatory work done in 2017. After having elaborated a first Climate and Energy Plan in 2007, and after having issued its first green bond in 2015 with an volume of €300 million118, the city decided to commit itself to the promotion of green and sustainable financing by bringing to life the Paris Fonds Vert, the Paris Green Fund. It is to support the GHG emission reduction targets of the French capital: 50% reduction in 2030 and carbon-neutrality until 2050 which has been formulated in the renewed Climate Plan in 2018119. These ambitious targets required the mobilization of both public and private finance.

To this end, a law (Law no 2017-257) was passed in 2017 that allowed the city of Paris to create a territorial investment fund. The fund is dedicated to financing innovative companies and their products and services, which can be used on a city-scale to enhance its sustainability. Eligibility criteria has been formulated for companies which reflect the character of a green fund: SMEs may apply if their work is beneficial to the public interest, if they contribute to the acceleration of the ecological transition and if they are placed within the Parisian territory120.

The funds given out by the Green Fund have both private and public origins: The city of Paris has invested a sum of €15 million121. Furthermore, a number of institutional investors and a majority of private investors accumulated investments reaching a total of €200 million funds122. The invested companies are all considered innovative, fast growing and profitable SMEs and receive a contribution of between €5 million and €15 million. Investments must represent a minority stake in the company’s capital. The fund covers multiple sectors from buildings, mobility, energy, air, and waste to digital transformation. The first portfolio therefore targets about 15 to 20 investment lines with an investment period of 5 years. The first company to receive funding was Hesus, a cleantech company, with €10 million of funding for innovative waste management solutions123.

The Paris Fond Verts has received the TEEC label (Transition Énergétique et Écologique pour le Climat) issued by the French Ministry of Ecology and Inclusive Transition124 as a guarantee for the sustainability of financial products. The fund is managed by Demeter, an independent management company selected after a Call of Interest launched by the city.

Summary and scalability

Green funds are especially interesting for cities in BRI countries, as they represent a way to take over environmental responsibility and to provide catalytic finance to green projects and interventions. Some local governance across the EU, and also globally, as seen with Toronto’s Atmospheric Fund, have opted for this financing tool as it provides the means to combine urban development with climate targets by providing subsidies or low-cost financing for selected projects, often at an early stage. Since there is already a variety of existing green funds available across many countries and cities, transfer of best practices is facilitated. Local green funds also have the possibility to be scaled up or down, depending on the cities’ size and resources. Therefore, it is possible to match an investment fund to the size of cities of the Belt and Road Initiative.

On the national level, South Africa has established a green fund to support the country’s low-carbon transition including fiscal support for projects of sustainable transport, renewable energy and green buildings125. Lessons learnt from setting up this investment fund will be important recommendations for future activities in the field and more importantly for municipalities actively involved in BRI.

5.3 Challenges for green urban finance in Europe

The EU, and with it the Member States and its municipalities, face a number of restraints to unlock the investment potential of green urban finance. While the achievement of energy efficiency targets, the reduction of GHG emissions and the promotion of sustainable transport are top priorities of the EU, several barriers exist hindering the facilitation of sustainable finance investment in the Member States.

For representatives of finance, building, industry and SME sectors as well as for municipalities, these constitute the main investment barriers:

- Lacking standardization among Member States, for example regarding buildings certification, energy performance or the sustainability of an economic activity, has led to a state of market fragmentation, making it costly and difficult for investors to understand investment opportunities. This is where the EU Taxonomy comes into play.
- For municipalities and the cities one of the main challenges in triggering green urban finance starts with the complexity of accessing funds at the national and European level. Increasing access will contribute to maximizing the use of available public funding as leverage for private investment in green and sustainable projects.
- Local authorities in municipalities and cities often face the critical barrier of limited human resources and capacities for proper energy management and the development of `bankable’ sustainable projects and investment packages. Very often there is a missing link between the energy, mobility or building and the financial department as well as reluctance to invest in expertise and feasibility studies.
- Green investment still contains a large percentage of perceived risk for the private sector: De-risking green investment by making available real financial risks and benefits can contribute to scaling up necessary private finance. The De-risking Energy Efficiency Platform (DEEP) is an exemplary European initiative aimed at providing detailed analysis on the performance of energy efficiency investments to support the assessment of risks and benefits126.
- For large investors, the project size can be a problem: Project aggregation can increase large scale projects and lead to the provision of packaged solutions for clients. The lack of experience with project bundling is also a significant barrier for municipalities, as transaction costs increase with several smaller projects. For project developers, municipalities, financiers or small and medium-sized enterprises, project development assistance can help to reduce this barrier.
- The lack of accessible data and advisory tools, such as one-stop shops for consumers and energy services, increases transaction costs for investors.
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6 Green urban finance in the BRI

This chapter analyzes green urban finance developments in the BRI from two perspectives. The first perspective is about green finance for overseas direct investment (ODI), particularly from Chinese and multilateral investors. The second perspective is about green finance policies within BRI countries.

6.1 Green urban finance through overseas investments

Many BRI countries, as discussed in chapter 2.1, are emerging economies. They not only rely on foreign private investments to drive economic growth, but also investments from development finance institutions, such as multilateral or bilateral development banks. Particularly for Chinese overseas investment, however, the distinction between ‘private’ capital and development capital is unclear, as for example China Development Bank does not necessarily follow international development finance standards (such as OECD DAC), while ‘private’ financial institutions, such as ICBC are government owned.

So far, most BRI investments from China are derived from these policy banks (China Exim Bank, China Development Bank) and selected state-owned banks (e.g. ICBC, Bank of China). The financing instruments used vary widely, from sovereign loans to project finance infrastructure projects to more commercial loans to support local or Chinese engineering, procurement and construction companies (EPCs) in the development of infrastructure and also equity investments to take ownership or partial ownership in local assets. BRI countries and cities also benefit from a broad international investment community, both from private commercial institutions and different development finance institutions (e.g. EBRD, ADB, AIIB, IFC).

As there is no standard or harmonized way to measure green finance flows, measuring exactly how Chinese investors apply green finance in the BRI is difficult. As a milestone, ICBC issued its first multi-currency green BRI bond worth 2.2 billion USD in April 2019127, after issuing its first 2 billion USD multi-currency climate bond for the BRI on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange in 2017128.

To finance development in the BRI countries, a plethora of financial instruments are applied. They include sovereign loans, debt financing, equity financing, guarantees, swaps, grants and capacity building.

The following chapters will elaborate on policies and initiatives that influence green overseas investments into the BRI.

6.1.1 Green Finance Initiatives in the BRI

6.1.1.1 Green BRI regulation emerging from China

The BRI has several guidelines that support green development. As there exists no ministry or international governance system that would be able to set rules and enforce them along the BRI, the implementation of and adherence to guidelines is voluntary. Important guidelines that affect green urban finance in the BRI include:

- Joint Communique of the Second Belt and Road Forum (BRF), April 2019. The document stresses the importance of green development and the necessity of protecting the climate and the environment and adhere to the Paris Accord.
- Green Investment Principles (GIP) for Belt and Road, signed by 26 financial institutions involved in the BRI, April 2019. The Principles emphasize the need for financial institutions to evaluate and incorporate environmental risks in their decision making and be transparent about activities.
- Guidance on Promoting Green Belt and Road, May 2017. The document published by the Ministry of Environmental Protection (now MEE) elaborates on the need to build an ecological civilization that includes international cooperation, efficient use of resources and the promotion of green transport.

6.1.1.2 Green Investment Principles of the Belt and Road Initiative

The Green Investment Principles of the Belt and Road Initiative were developed by the Green Finance Committee of China Society for Finance and the Banking and the City of London Green Finance Initiative and published at the end of 2018. During the 2019 Belt and Road Forum 27 Chinese and international financial institutions signed the seven principles that aim to "ensure that environmental friendliness, climate resilience, and social inclusiveness are built into new investment projects in the Belt and Road, so that the goals of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Paris Agreement are met, and all countries in the region build a shared future for common prosperity". The 7 principles are:

1. Embedding sustainability into corporate governance
2. Understanding environmental, social and governance risks
3. Disclosing environmental information
4. Enhancing communication with stakeholders
5. Utilizing green financial instruments
6. Adopting green supply chain management
7. Building capacity through collective action

The Green Investment Principles have no binding power and are at this time less ambitious than the similar Equator Principles with over 100 financial signatories (however, as of March 2020, no relevant Chinese financial institution with international project finance activity have signed up for the Equator Principles)129.

6.1.1.3 Belt and Road Initiative Green Coalition (BRIGC)

The BRI International Green Development Coalition (BRIGC) of the Ministry of Ecology and Environment was launched after the second Belt and Road Forum in April 2019 with 10 working groups:

- Biodiversity and Ecosystem Management
- Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
- Green Finance and Investment
- Improvement of Environmental Quality and Green Cities
- South-South Environmental Cooperation and Capacity towards the SDGs
- Green Technology Innovation and CSR
- Environmental Information Sharing and Big Data
- Sustainable Transportation
- Global Climate Change Governance
- Environmental laws, regulations and standards

Within the coalition, Chinese and international partners have organized themselves to provide guidelines and research on greening the Belt and Road Initiative. The Green Finance and Investment group, for example, is led by Tsinghua University and the World Resources Institute (WRI) with a number of organizations supporting the work (e.g. International Institute of Green Finance, Client Earth, Oxford University). One of the tasks that was given to the BRIGC’s green finance and investment group in January 2020 was to develop a green development guidance, also known as the ‘Green Light’ System. The explicit goal is to provide guidance on the assessment and classification of BRI projects from the perspective of preventing ecological and environmental risks, in order to support decision making on green development130.
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6.1.2.1 China’s policy banks and commercial banks

China’s policy banks and commercial banks in China have emerged as providers of green and sustainable finance in the BRI. Among them are several Chinese banks, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB).

6.1.2.2 European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development is a multilateral development bank with its headquarters in London, UK. The EBRD invests in about 40 countries in South-Eastern Europe, Central Europe and Baltic States, Eastern Europe and the Caucasus, Central Asia Southern and Eastern Mediterranean as well as in Russia and Turkey. Almost all the countries, EBRD works in and cooperate with the Belt and Road Initiative.

The EBRD is a leader in sustainable finance and is committed to promoting environmentally sound and sustainable development in the full range of its investment and technical cooperation activities. It works on environmental investments in urban areas, for example:

Green buildings and mortgage financing in North Macedonia. EBRD also launched the EBRD Green Cities initiative with clear methodologies on how to measure the “greenness” of a city (see Figure 20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of pressure</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency and type of energy used</td>
<td>Average age of car fleet</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>&lt; 6</td>
<td>6-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 Percentage of diesel cars in total vehicle fleet</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>€uro 6</td>
<td>€uro 5</td>
<td>€uro 4 &amp; below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 Share of total per vehicle emitted by electric, hybrid electric, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 20: Excerpt of EBRD Green City Traffic Light System (Source: EBRD)**

EBRD also considers itself “deeply engaged in many of the economies along the Belt and Road corridors where the infrastructure needed to support more robust, sustainable growth remains underdeveloped.”

In addition, the Agricultural Development Bank of China, the Bank of China, China Construction Bank and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) have set up special departments at their head offices to provide low-carbon transition support for foreign governments and international institutions. As of November 2019, they set up a preliminary structure for new-energy lending for energy saving and environmental protection.

Furthermore, the China Export-Import Bank (EximBank) signed a memorandum with the World Bank Group’s International Finance Corporation (IFC) to jointly support environmentally and socially sustainable Chinese investments in emerging markets. This memorandum targets the shortfall of China’s green finance system that is partly not applicable to overseas investments.

The Chinese ICBC also has installed a “green credit veto” system. Under this system, no loans should be issued to borrowers or projects that do not pass an environmental impact test to ensure compliance, integrity and legitimacy in terms of energy saving and environmental protection. The Chinese ICBC also has installed a “green credit veto” system. Under this system, no loans should be issued to borrowers or projects that do not pass an environmental impact test to ensure compliance, integrity and legitimacy in terms of energy saving and environmental protection.

131 China Development Bank and United Nations Development Programme, “Harmonizing Investment and Financing Standards towards Sustainable Development along the Belt and Road.”
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EBRD also supports project facilities to prepare projects since 2014 with EUR 40 million\(^{142}\) to support the development of projects before they can be fully invested in.

### 6.1.2.3 Asia Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB)

The Asia Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB) is the multilateral development bank with its headquarters in Beijing, China, that aims to support many countries along the Belt and Road Initiative through infrastructure investments that support urban transport and the fourth industrial revolution. Among these investments, are also urban infrastructure investments, such as the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project in Karachi, Pakistan, the bypass road in Batumi, Georgia, or the fiber optic communications network in Cambodia\(^{143}\).

In order to accelerate green investments, the AIIB issued the Directive on Environmental and Social Framework in February 2016 (amended in February 2019)\(^{144}\). Its focus is on:

- Reducing environmental and social risks
- Ensuring environmental and social soundness and sustainability
- Supporting integration of environmental and social aspects in decision-making
- Providing mechanism for addressing environmental and social risks and impact along the project cycle

The AIIB also approved a special fund for project preparation that provides grants to support and facilitate the preparation of projects to be financed by AIIB. As of March 2020, USD 11.31 million was approved for 9 projects\(^{145}\).

### 6.2 Green urban finance in BRI countries

Green finance is playing an ever-increasing role within the countries of the BRI, as seen by the number of green finance policies and green bond issuances.

#### 6.2.1 Green finance policies within the BRI countries

Since its inception in 2013, the number of government-issued codes for green finance in BRI countries has grown from 36 to 117 in 2019\(^{146}\). By 2019, more than 30 countries in the BRI have issued at least one green finance regulation, e.g. in regard to issuance of green finance instruments, reporting or use of proceeds. The leading country in regard to green finance regulations and instruments in the BRI is China, having issued about 30 guidelines over the past years.

**Figure 21:** Green finance development in the BRI (Source: own depiction; Data: Green Finance Platform\(^{147}\))

#### 6.2.1.1 Green finance policies within the BRI countries

With the growth of green financial instruments, the number of green finance deals has also been increasing in the BRI. Over the past couple of years, green bond issuances have grown to $10 billion dollars (as of 2019). Particularly issuers from Chile in Latin America have taken to the capital markets to raise green bonds, closely followed by issuers from European BRI countries (e.g. Italy, Poland) (see Figure 22)\(^{148}\).

**Figure 22:** Green bond issuance in the BRI (ex China, until March 2020) (Source: own depiction, Data: CBI).

Green bond issuance in the BRI

The use of green bonds, according to the prospects, is mostly for green transport, green buildings, as well as for solar and water infrastructure, while particularly in the Southern BRI countries important issuers tend to be sovereign issuers (such as in the case of Chile).

#### 6.2.1.2 Green bond issuances within the BRI

When comparing the green bond market with the global green bond market developments, BRI countries (excluding China) accounted for about 20% of global green bond issuances. Similarly, BRI countries also accounted for 30% of global green finance regulations issued in 2019. The use of green bonds, according to the prospects, is mostly for green transport, green buildings, as well as for solar and water infrastructure, while particularly in the Southern BRI countries important issuers tend to be sovereign issuers (such as in the case of Chile).
are currently still able to sufficiently issue green finance instruments in most BRI countries. While some international private investors have tried to deal with this problem by issuing green BRI bonds (e.g., the Chinese ICBC in April 2019 issued its first green BRI bond worth approximately 2.2 billion USD in Singapore), green finance in practice in the BRI countries has more potential to develop.

While the current status of urban finance in the BRI is both insufficient in terms of providing sufficient liquidity and providing capacity to focus on green development, several initiatives (such as the BRIGC) are enabling investors, developers and local authorities to learn how to apply green urban finance and ideally scale it to other cities and sectors as well. The capacities that particular development finance institutions are applying, should be harnessed more to provide local capacity, while “green” regulatory processes (e.g., for project planning and approval) in both the host country and the investor country should help steer finance into green projects.

Yet, challenges for green urban finance that are relevant for Europe and China, are equally if not more relevant in the BRI. Figure 23 illustrates major categories of constraints for green finance that are relevant in Europe, China and the BRI.

In summary, the challenges are:

- Insufficient Institutional Framework, such as political instability and the risk of policy reversals (e.g. for subsidies);
- Insufficient project financiers with short-term financial goals compared to long-term investment needs and high transaction cost;
- Insufficient markets with missing links between projects, funds and developers;
- Insufficient product developers with lacking knowledge of good practices in green finance;
- Insufficient project development capacity and project bankability;
- Insufficient capacity of project owners, for example for applying leveraged or blended finance.

In addition to green finance market challenges, there are particular challenges that cities are facing:

- Development finance institutions are often working with national governments and not with cities. This makes the connection between the cities and the development finance institutions more difficult;
- Cities and national governments often speak “different” technical languages, making communication more difficult (e.g. many cities don’t have sufficient capacity; regarding environmental and green development). At the same time, cities only have a limited budget for consultants to prepare green projects in accordance with national or even international requirements;
- City governments are often elected (or appointed) for a period of 3-5 years, while green investments in urban infrastructure have a longer pay-off time and thus would have a different success period;
- Different time horizons from different investors require particular financial structuring skills and good treasury management skills to structure financing according to financing availability, risks and returns.

While many of the challenges in regard to green urban finance that are relevant in China and Europe are also relevant in the BRI, additional challenges for green urban finance need to be dealt with in many of the BRI countries. These risks are more pronounced in smaller BRI countries, but are applicable to most emerging economies in the BRI:

- BRI countries often have less developed financial markets to raise green funds through the capital markets. This is particularly true for smaller BRI countries;
- BRI countries often have lower capacity to support technical reporting on green indicators relevant for green investors (e.g. environmental outcomes such as emissions);
- BRI countries often have insufficient tax base for the public financing of larger green infrastructure projects (e.g. public urban transport);
- Several BRI countries are already struggling to service current debt making further fund raising for green projects particularly challenging;
- BRI countries often have insufficient planning and appraisal capacity to deal with the complexities of green urban planning for transport, urbanization and industry 4.0;
- There are high currency risks for many BRI countries making investment in local currencies often difficult for investors, while raising funds in international currencies risks that issuers/borrowers (either governments or private institutions) are exposed to currency risks.
- Insufficient liquidity in the secondary market to increase investment potential into green projects or de-risking of investor portfolios.

7 Recommendations to unlock green urban finance for the BRI through Sino-European cooperation

Urbanization is set to continue with more people moving to cities particularly in the fast-emerging countries of the BRI. Yet, building green (and livable) cities to accommodate more people is by no means guaranteed. Rather, the current development path and the current flow of investment often seems to exacerbate existing problems of pollution, emissions, and further loss of biodiversity. In the short term, this might ensure economic growth. But in the medium and long-term, this development path puts predictably high risk on people and economies due to extreme weather, climate change and other environmental impacts.

Yet, while sustainable and green city development has been on the political agenda for decades, a number of barriers have made sustainable development actions piecemeal rather than the norm.

In this paper, we particularly look at the possibility to use “green finance” as a tool to invest in green urban development such as for green transport, green urbanization and industry 4.0. Yet, finance is but one tool of a broad toolbox that societies should use to build green cities.

As such, societies in Europe and China over the past years have been using ‘green finance’ tools to steer investments into green urban development. While both regions are still experimenting and learning how to be much more comprehensive in their green finance approaches, many experiences are pointing in the right direction and can be scaled up – at home, and in the emerging cities of the BRI.

The following 11 recommendations should help decision-makers in cities, decision-makers in finance and decision-makers on other political levels to address one of the biggest challenges of green urban development: how to finance them. They address the main challenges of availability of funding for green urban projects, steering of funding into the right projects and transparency to avoid green washing. They are targeted at both private and public financial institutions, as well as regulators.

7.1 Provide Green Urban Project Preparation Facilities

Expand existing green urban project preparation facilities, such as the ones by ADB, AIIB, EBRD to boost finance into innovative solutions in BRI cities. Differentiated facilities should be set up for different sectors, e.g. green industry 4.0, green transport, green urbanization. The facilities should mobilize money from public investors (e.g. national and international development finance institutions) in the BRI countries as well as private investors in the respective countries, for example through private equity participation. The facilities should invest in green early stage projects with the potential to be transformative and that currently lack the data or bankability to attract later-stage and bigger investments of larger financial institutions.

The management of the facility should be given to an experienced fund management company. The facility should also provide grants for capacity building.

7.2 Harmonize Green Finance Standards

As Chinese and Western standards of green finance (e.g. green bond frameworks) continue to differ and as one global standard of green finance is unlikely to emerge, harmonization of standards should be the goal. Harmonization would mean to build a “rosetta stone” tool to align and compare existing standards for investors. A harmonized green finance standard will have three advantages:

1. It allows investors to pool money more easily as access to international capital markets is harmonized with lower transaction and control cost;
2. It will also allow investors to invest in countries with lower local environmental legal standards as project owners need to report according to harmonized standards;

3. It will provide a green project finance eligibility list (e.g. similar to the Chinese green bond catalogue) that allows easier selection of projects for project developers.

Alternatively, in response to international climate finance requirements, a special BRI green finance sub-framework could be established.

7.3 Improve capacity of integrated planning for green urban development to lower financing cost

In order to overcome shortages of local project planning capacity, e.g. for integrated transport planning, integrated energy planning etc., the Sino-European cooperation should improve coordination and cooperation for capacity building activities in BRI cities. It should support BRI cities’ different agencies to improve their integrated urban planning capacity.

One framework could be that the capacity building is implemented by existing bilateral and multilateral institutions (e.g. GIZ, DFID, CIDCA, IFC). They could provide a standardized capacity building program, as many of these institutions have established a strong presence in many BRI countries. Yet, in order for these institutions to contribute within the framework of Sino-European cooperation, a challenge that needs to be overcome is the lack of a common funding mechanism for capacity building. A potentially good and scalable example is the Sino-German Center for Sustainable Development which is concerned with “jointly putting into practice the strengths of official development assistant, south-south cooperation and business involvement for sustainable development worldwide” between China and Germany.

Another possibility is to give local institutions better capacity framework by inviting them to train-the-trainer programs at different training facilities (e.g. in Beijing, Brussels) with the clear mandate to install local capacity building programs.

7.4 Build a Sino-European green city fund

To accelerate global investments into green urban development, a Sino-European green city fund should be set up. This fund should pool private and public money, provide tradeable securities and localized expertise (see Figure 24). A role model could be the Green Climate Fund (GCF) or the Shandong Green Development Fund (see case study in chapter 3.2.1.1).

Appreciated the connection to the SGDF, still it is risky as SGDF is just starting to work only in Shandong Province.

The green fund should take over the work of scoping, evaluating, managing and reporting on projects for larger financial institutions by having local representation and offices, while minimizing transaction costs for the involved investors. Furthermore, the fund should make sure that projects are implemented under consideration of social goals (e.g. local employment) and through international cooperation.

The Fund can act as catalyst for existing institutions to move into the space by de-risking and changing perceptions of risks. The Fund can also address investments that are not currently able to be funded by existing institutions, as well as pilot approaches that can provide the basis for regulatory reforms.

The fund would therefore have two major advantages:

- Private funders, who have short-term return goals and are not interested in investing in projects with only long-term return, could invest in the fund due to the trade-ability of its securities;
- Multilateral development banks and big financial institutions, who are not interested in small-scale projects due to the high transaction cost, could invest in the fund due to the localized expertise of the fund.

153 European Investment Bank (EIB) and Green Finance Committee of China Society for Finance and Banking, “The Need for A Common Language in Green Finance”
154 In addition, many bilateral cooperation institutions, such as GIZ or DFID also have administrative hurdles to work for funding other than in their home countries.
155 GIZ, “Sino-German Center for Sustainable Development - Sino-German Center for Sustainable Development.”
7.5 Increase use of Blended finance

To allow the funding of green urban projects that have low or even negative returns and the inclusion of inclusion of private capital, the Sino-European cooperation should increase the use of blended finance (see Figure 13) under agreed and standardized terms.

This could be done within the Sino-European Green Fund (see above) or within existing development finance institutions (e.g. AIIB, EIB). Existing financial institutions should be given a clear mandate by their boards through the representation of the board directors from EU and China. This would allow and encourage these banks to use specific tranches of finance for concessionary financing and/or grants if the projects that they are investing in are contributing to transformative green urban development. These tranches of money should be used in conjunction with private capital to actually increase the application of blended finance.

7.6 Establish open platform for green urban projects

To overcome the problem of a shortage of a steady project pipeline, an open platform for green urban projects should be established for cities to share their development ideas and for investors to be able to quickly scope possible investments and contributions. A possible role model could be the SDG impact platform by UNDP.

The two prerequisites for its success is that a) the platform must be built together with cities and investors (rather than by technical development institutions) in order to ensure actual needs of the relevant stakeholders are met, and b) that the platform is promoted broadly to actually get both investors and cities on board and have an active participation.

7.7 Apply digital technologies for MRV

To overcome the problem of measurability of environmental (and social) impacts of investments, digital technologies should be more broadly applied for monitoring, reporting and validation (MRV). This could include the use of better sensing technologies for the monitoring of emissions, big data for the monitoring of the uptake of technologies and infrastructure (e.g. user numbers of public transport at different stops, routes).

A prerequisite for a broadly applicable MRV platform is monitoring and reporting standards (the establishment of reporting standards continues to be a legal and partly technical challenge). However, while the elaborate agreements on reporting might not (yet) be in place, monitoring and reporting of raw data can nevertheless help to find consensus on standards and the possible identification of pathways for the reduction of environmental harm.

7.8 Establish better platform for MRV data sharing

To increase transparency of environmental (and social) impacts to a broader and concerned public, the collected data should be shared and made public as widely as possible. This would provide improvements in research and for urban planning – which in turn improves targeted investment impacts.

Good examples of global data sharing include the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) or the Environmental Data Initiative (formerly known as LITER Network Information System Data Portal)

A prerequisite for data collection must be at minimum localized, yet better an internationally agreed framework of data privacy and protection.

7.9 Create and apply standards for reporting

To further increase transparency and comparability of reporting on environmental impacts and outcomes of investments, standards for environmental-related financial reporting are a prerequisite. Investors and project developers in BRI cities should at minimum apply existing standards:

- Taskforce for climate-related financial reporting (TCFD), which has provided a globally standardized and accepted reporting tool for climate-related impacts of financial investments
- Global Reporting Initiative’s framework on reporting that also includes some social aspects of projects

However, currently no sufficient financial reporting mechanisms on the impacts on biodiversity exists. This could be developed in cooperation between the EU and China, together with global NGOs.

For all Sino-EU cooperation projects, at least existing global reporting standards should be applied.

7.10 Provide open learning platform for best practice exchanges of policy and project design and implementation

To increase learning and information sharing between BRI cities, a BRI green city platform should be supported by EU and China (e.g. within the BRICG) providing updates on projects, lessons learnt of policies and a possibility for exchange between cities of the BRI in regard to their green projects. The Platform should have different sections for different stakeholders (e.g. project developers, policy makers, investors) to learn and exchange knowledge.

It should be available not only in different languages but should use AI to provide automatic translation of information in local languages to avoid unnecessary language barriers while accessing information from different countries.

This platform thus accelerates sharing of knowledge and therefore reduces the learning cost of different cities and investors, while improving impacts of investments.

7.11 Improve green investment incentives in China and the EU for green overseas investment in BRI cities

To accelerate green investments and reduce brown investments in BRI cities, Chinese regulators (e.g. CBIRC, MEE, MoFCOM, MoF), European regulators (e.g. ECB) as well as relevant other semi-regulatory institutions (e.g. OECD) should provide better financial incentives.

A good framework might be the Traffic Light System that the BRICG is proposing. It will provide a clear framework for aligned and non-aligned projects, as well as further administrative incentives for green-minded investors. The EU should support this initiative and provide aligned incentives for its overseas investors.

The governments should further explore “feebates” and other incentives for revenue-neutral low-carbon finance. Feebates are fees paid by actors engaging in high-car-
Conclusion

The application of green urban finance instruments and the development of accompanying policies to invest in green transport, green urbanization and green industrialization has been developing significantly in Europe, in China and in the BRI countries.

In this paper, we analyzed these developments from different perspectives to draw conclusions on how to accelerate green urban finance in a cooperative and inclusive way for BRI cities. We looked at China’s green (urban) finance development and how China has developed its public finance, commercial finance and mixed finance to allow for rapid urbanization over the past decades - possibly the greatest migration from rural to urban areas in human history. This development brought rapid economic growth, but also massive environmental pains, such as pollution of air, water and soils and GHG emissions. In its next chapter of “high-quality” and green growth, China is pushing green investments for greener city development. It is applying a mix of fiscal, regulatory and monetary policies to move to a low-carbon and low-polluting development. We used remove case studies to highlight that development - the Shandong Green Development Fund as an international cooperation example and the Shenzhen International Low Carbon City.

We also looked at European green urbanization. Compared to Chinese cities which are newly built, much of Europe’s urban infrastructure is older and requires updating. Over the past years, an ambitious green agenda has been promoted – with highlights in 2018 with the Long Term Strategy titles “A Clean Planet for all,” formulates the goal of “achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.” In 2019, the European Commission pushed the “Green New Deal” which further outlined the ambition to build an innovative green Europe, which was supported by the publication of the ambitious and comprehensive EU Taxonomy on green finance in 2020. With the nCovid-19 pandemic, Europe is evaluating how use the stimulus to further accelerate a net-zero greenhouse gas emission economy (e.g. move the 2030 target from minus 40% to minus 55%)156. European cities are also moving on with individualized programs to accelerate green finance for green urban development. In this paper, we analyze three case studies from Czech Republic, Germany and France.

Green finance also plays an increasingly important role in the BRI cities. Over the past years, 30 BRI countries have published green finance codes and regulation, while China is offering a number of initiatives to accelerate green finance in the BRI. Among the most important initiatives are the Green Investment Principles, the Belt and Road Initiative Green Coalition (BRIGC) and its Green Light System for the Evaluation of BRI investments. Also development finance institutions play an important role in accelerating both green finance and green finance capacity in BRI countries.

Despite much progress in green urban finance, however, investments for urban development continue to be both insufficient and too often used for non-green development. While this lack of funding has been noted for years, the recent nCovid-19 pandemic has exacerbated that problem. To overcome the shortage and provide an accelerated deployment of green finance for green urbanization in the BRI, we have developed 11 recommendations.

1. Provide Green Urban Project Preparation Facilities
2. Harmonize Green Finance Standards
3. Improve Capacity of integrated planning for green urban development to lower financing cost
4. Build a Sino-European green city fund
5. Increase use of Blended finance
6. Establish open platform for green urban projects
7. Apply digital technologies for MRV
8. Establish better platform for MRV data sharing
9. Create and apply standards for reporting
10. Provide open learning platform for best practice exchanges of policy and project design and implementation
11. Improve green investment incentives in China and the EU for green overseas investment in BRI cities

---

156 - Reuters, “EU Presses on with Tightly 2030 Climate Target despite Pandemic.”
Cooperating and political willingness to support green urban development in the BRI and elsewhere continues to be major accelerator for success. With current economic developments at the time of this writing in the first half of 2020 being challenging, green development continues to be not only a major necessity, but also a solid platform for negotiation, communication and cooperation.

The European Union and China as strong partners with shared interest in green development and the development of their green finance systems, can support the transition to a green Belt and Road for cities. They can build on both EU-China agreements on South-South cooperation, third party cooperation agreements or accelerate the application of the common frameworks and agreements on sustainable development and development finance (e.g. UN SDG, Paris Accord, Addis Ababa Action Agenda for Financing Development) to coordinate and build a more multilateral framework to address green urban development.

### Appendix 1: Selected Chinese policies to support green urban development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Issuer</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficient building</td>
<td>Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MoHURD)</td>
<td>In 2006, China established a system of green building standards known as Three Star. An updated version was approved by China’s Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MoHURD) in March 2019 and be implemented from August 2019[161]. Different grades of buildings have different energy efficiency requirements and receive different financial subsidies. In addition, China has developed official standards for near-zero energy buildings, which could form the basis for low-carbon urban districts[162].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating and cooling</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance</td>
<td>In 2007, the China Ministry of Finance (MoF) established a fund for residential heating metering and energy-saving retrofit, offering 55 RMB/m² in severe cold areas and 45 RMB/m² in cold areas[163]. In 2012, a fund was created for energy-saving retrofit for residential buildings in hot summer/cold winter regions, offering 15-25 RMB/m² depending on region[164]. Subsidy funds were allocated by MoF to provincial financial departments, and provincial and municipal government arranged corresponding supporting funds. More than 1.3 billion m² of existing residential buildings have been retrofitted in urban areas. These subsidy policies ceased at the end of 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean heating pilots</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Ministry of Ecology and Environment</td>
<td>China subsequently launched clean heating pilots in the northern region starting in 2017. Funding levels from the central government are determined according to the size of the city: Pilots in central municipalities receive RMB 1 billion annually, provincial-level cities receive RMB 700 million annually, and prefecture-level pilot cities receive RMB 500 million annually[165].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy saving companies (ESCOs) and energy management companies (EMCOs)</td>
<td>People’s Bank of China</td>
<td>Beginning in 2010 and ending in 2015, the central government paid ESCOs RMB 240 per tce saved and required provincial governments to match these payments with at least RMB 60 per tce. Many provinces adopted policies with higher matching amounts. The Shanghai municipal government, for example, provided RMB 360 per tce in addition to the national subsidy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferential lending rates for energy saving and renewable energy</td>
<td>People’s Bank of China</td>
<td>National policies have encouraged state-owned banks to promote energy savings projects via lower loan rates. China has also promoted clean energy, particularly wind and solar, and has become the leading country for the installation of these technologies. While most renewable energy is located outside of cities, distributed energy such as solar and wind in urban areas is the focus of some policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of land by local governments at reduced prices for clean energy production</td>
<td>People’s Bank of China</td>
<td>The policy is mostly dedicated to solar PV and wind turbine manufacturing, as well as lower lending rates for PV and wind turbine manufacturers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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The Europe-China Eco Cities Link (EC-LINK) Project is funded by the European Union in cooperation with the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MoHURD). Implemented by the Chinese Society for Urban Studies (CSUS) and the European Consortium led by GIZ.

中欧低碳生态城市合作项目由欧盟资助与住房和城乡建设部合作
由中国城市科学研究会执行项目管理，德国国际合作机构等提供技术支持